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**Abstract:** The present invention provides compact adsorption systems that are capable of rapid temperature swings and rapid cycling. Novel methods of thermal swing adsorption and thermally-enhanced pressure swing adsorption are also described. In some aspects of the invention, a gas is passed through the adsorbent thus allowing heat exchangers to be very close to all portions of the adsorbent and utilize less space. In another aspect, the adsorption media is selectively heated, thus reducing energy costs. Methods and systems for gas adsorption/desorption having improved energy efficiency with capability of short cycle times are also described. In another aspect, the apparatus or methods utilize heat exchange channels of varying lengths that have volumes controlled to provide equal heat fluxes. Methods of fuel cell startup are also described. Advantages of the invention include the ability to use (typically) 30-100 times less adsorbent compared to conventional systems.
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR THERMAL SWING ADSORPTION AND THERMALLY-ENHANCED PRESSURE SWING ADSORPTION

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention was made with Government support under contract DE-AC0676RLO 1830 awarded by the U.S. Department of Energy. The Government has certain rights in this invention.

RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application is a continuation-in-part of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/845,776, filed April 30, 2001. In accordance with 35 U.S.C. sect. 119(e), this application claims priority to U.S. Provisional Application No. 60/363,858, filed March 11, 2002.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to adsorption apparatus and methods of gas adsorption.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Separations of gases have long been important in many industrial processes. Removal of carbon dioxide continues to be an important objective for purifying air for humans to live underwater and in space. Other important technologies that can utilize improvements for gas separation include: fuel cells, ammonia production, fertilizer manufacture, oil refining, synthetic fuels production, natural gas sweetening, oil recovery and steel welding.

The adsorption capacity of a gaseous species onto an adsorbent is commonly expressed in graphical form in adsorption isotherms and isobars, which are widely published in the literature and by adsorbent manufacturers and suppliers. For the sorption of gas species, the capacity is typically expressed as the equilibrium mass of the species sorbed per unit mass of adsorbent (e.g., kg species/100-kg adsorbent). The sorbent capacity varies as a function of temperature and the partial pressure (concentration) of the species being sorbed. Loading or capacity typically increases as
the adsorbent bed temperature decreases or the partial pressure of the sorbed species in the gas phase increases.

The variation of adsorption capacity with temperature and pressure can be used to effect separations of gas species. For example, in pressure swing adsorption (PSA) gas species are adsorbed onto a sorbent at relatively high pressure, tending to remove the species from the feed stream. In a regenerative PSA process, reducing the absolute pressure (e.g., applying a vacuum) to the loaded sorbent bed or reducing the partial pressure of the sorbed species in the gas phase by sweeping a lower concentration purge gas through the bed regenerates the sorbent. Cycle times for PSA processes are typically measured in minutes (Humphrey and Keller, "Separation Process Technology, McGraw-Hill, 1997). In a regenerative temperature swing or thermal swing (TSA) adsorption process, species are adsorbed at low temperature where the loading capacity is relatively high and (at least partially) desorbed at higher temperature, thus recovering sorption capacity for additional cycles.

In addition to gas species separations, TSA can be used to thermochemically compress gases. Sorption based thermochemical compression is applicable to refrigeration and heat pump cycles (e.g., see Sywulka, US Patent 5,419,156) and for chemical processing in general.

Gas adsorption is known to be applicable to a wide range of gas species (see, e.g., Kohl and Nielsen, Gas Purification, 5th Ed., Gulf Publ. Co., Houston, TX). Kohl and Nielsen report that in conventional TSA gas purification processes, adsorbent bed loading and unloading cycles are typically on the order of hours.

In a report ("Microscale Adsorption for Energy and Chemical Systems") appearing on the PNNL web site in May 2000, Viswanathan, Wegeng and Drost reported the results of calculations and experiments for investigations of microchannel adsorption with short cycle times. From the reported estimate that 95% of CO₂ reaches the zeolite particles in 30 seconds, based on semi-infinite diffusion, it is clear that this calculation involves zeolite adsorbent in a "flow-by" arrangement, rather than a "flow-through" arrangement. A "flow-by" arrangement is one in which adsorbent occupies less than the full cross-sectional area of the flow path and gas flow is primarily by an adsorbent, requiring that contact of the adsorbent media, with the specie(s) to be adsorbed, occur primarily by mass diffusion into and through the adsorbent structure, while in a "flow-
through" arrangement the adsorbent is substantially placed within the flow path, so that the fluid flows directly "through" rather than adjacent to the adsorbent structure.

Despite their long-known use and importance, multiple problems remain with gas adsorption separation technologies. These problems include: use of excess energy, bulky apparatus or low capacity, cost, and slow rate and/or low mass of gas separated.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In one aspect, the present invention provides a sorption pump that includes an adsorption layer comprising an adsorption mesochannel containing adsorption media, and a heat exchanger in thermal contact with the adsorption layer. The heat exchanger includes at least one microchannel. The adsorption layer has a gas inlet such that gas directly contacts the adsorption media without first passing through a contactor material.

In another aspect, the invention provides gas adsorption and desorption apparatus that includes at least one adsorption layer comprising an adsorption mesochannel containing adsorption media. The adsorption mesochannel has dimensions of length, width and height; wherein the height is at least 1.2 mm. The apparatus possesses capability such that, if the adsorption media is replaced with an equal volume of 13x zeolite, having a bulk density of about 0.67 grams per cubic centimeter, and then saturated with carbon dioxide at 760 mm Hg and 5 °C and then heated to no more than 90 °C, at 760 mm Hg, then at least 0.015 g CO₂ per mL of apparatus is desorbed within 1 minute of the onset of heating. By heated to "no more than 90 °C" typically means that 90 °C water is passed through the heat exchanger; however, the phrase also encompasses heating by other means such as an electrically-resistive heater. Preferably, the apparatus includes at least one heat exchanger in thermal contact with the adsorption layer. In preferred embodiments, the apparatus possesses capability such that, if the adsorption media is replaced with an equal volume of 13x zeolite, having a bulk density of about 0.67 grams per cubic centimeter, and then exposed to carbon dioxide at 760 mm Hg and 5 °C for 1 minute and then heated to no more than 90 °C, at 760 mm Hg, then at least 0.015 g CO₂ per mL of apparatus is desorbed within 1 minute of the onset of heating.

In yet another aspect, the apparatus is configured to selectively heat the adsorbent. By "selectively" it is meant that the apparatus is configured to heat the adsorbent material in preference to other parts of the apparatus; more particularly, where
the adsorbent occupies only a portion of the adsorbent layer, heat is added to the adsorbent in preference to other parts of the adsorbent layer. For example, the at least one heat exchanger could be configured such that the heat exchange fluid flow paths substantially overlap the area of adsorption channel or channels. Alternatively, the apparatus could contain a relatively thermally conductive material overlapping the adsorption channel or adsorption channels and a relatively thermally insulating material that does not substantially overlap the adsorbent channel or adsorbent material. By "substantially overlap" it is meant that, when viewed from a direction perpendicular to the direction of flow in which the adsorption channel and heat exchanger is stacked, the areas of the adsorbent channel(s) and the thermally conductive material have at least about an 80% overlap.

In a further aspect, the invention provides a sorption pump, that includes an adsorption layer comprising an adsorption channel containing adsorption media, and a mesochannel heat exchanger in thermal contact with the adsorption layer. The mesochannel heat exchanger has a fluid flowing therethrough that has a high thermal diffusivity, such that the characteristic heat transport time for the fluid in combination with the mesochannel heat exchanger is no greater than 10 seconds.

The invention also provides an apparatus in which adsorption/desorption cells are connected to improve overall energy efficiency. Each cell contains at least one adsorption mesochannel having an inlet and/or outlet. Typically, each cell contains multiple adsorption mesochannels that share a common header and common footer, and that are operated together. Preferably, each adsorption channel is in thermal contact with at least one heat exchanger. Each adsorption channel contains adsorption media. Typically, the apparatus also contains or is used in conjunction with a heat source and a heat sink. In some embodiments, the heat sink could be the non-adsorbed gas, which is passed through and removed from the apparatus. The apparatus contains heat transfer conduits between each cell and the heat source and heat sink and also contains heat transfer conduits between each cell and at least two other cells. In operation, the conduits carry a heat exchange fluid or can contain a thermally conductive material. The apparatus also contains valves that can control gas flow into the at least one adsorption channel. Cell volume is defined as the volume of the adsorption channel or channels that are operated together, including the volume of the heat exchange channel or channels, the
volume between such channels, the volume of the outer walls of the cells, and the
volume of inlet and outlet footers, when present.

The invention further provides a method of gas adsorption and desorption,
comprising passing a gas into an adsorption layer where at least a portion of the gas is
adsorbed onto adsorption media to form an adsorbed gas and selectively removing heat
from the adsorption layer through a distance of 1 cm, preferably 2 mm, or less into a heat
exchanger; and, subsequently, selectively heating the adsorption media through a
distance of 1 cm, preferably 2 mm, or less from a heat exchanger, and desorbing gas.
The gas directly contacts the adsorption media without first passing through a contactor
material. For more rapid heat transfer (and thus faster cycling), the adsorption channel
may contain heat transfer agents such as metal fins or pins, or graphite fibers.

The invention also provides a method of gas adsorption and desorption,
comprising passing a gas into an adsorption layer where at least a portion of the gas is
adsorbed onto adsorption media to form an adsorbed gas and selectively removing heat
from the adsorption layer through a distance of 1 cm or less into a heat exchanger; and,
subsequently, selectively heating the adsorption media through a distance of 1 cm or less
from a heat exchanger, and desorbing gas. In some cases, distances are specified as
between the center line of an adsorption layer and the center line of a heat exchanger –
the center lines are apparent from the figures or can be ascertained in any laminated
(layered) device; alternatively, this limitation can be replaced by a limitation of equal
length that any point in the adsorbent is within a stated distance (typically 1 cm) of a heat
exchanger.

The invention further provides a method of gas adsorption and desorption in a gas
adsorption and desorption apparatus comprising at least one adsorption mesochannel and
at least one heat exchanger. In this method, gas is adsorbed into adsorption media in at
least one adsorption mesochannel and, simultaneously, heat is removed from the
adsorption media into a heat-absorbing heat exchanger. Subsequently, heat is added from
a heat-supplying heat exchanger to the adsorption media in the at least one adsorption
mesochannel and gas is desorbed from the adsorption media. The combined steps of
adsorbing a gas and desorbing a gas form a complete cycle; and, in a complete cycle, at
least 0.1 mol of gas per minute per liter of apparatus is adsorbed and desorbed. The
apparatus may include multiple adsorption mesochannels (for example, 2, 10 or more)
and multiple heat exchangers. When multiple mesochannels or heat exchangers are
employed, they may be of different types. For example, the heat-supplying heat exchanger could be an electrical resistance heater and the heat-absorbing heat exchanger could be an element of a thermoelectric cooler. Alternatively, the heat-supplying heat exchanger and the heat-absorbing heat exchanger could be the same channel (preferably, as discussed elsewhere, the heat exchanger contains microchannels) through which cold then hot fluid is passed. In some embodiments of this method, the temperature difference of the adsorbent media between adsorbing and desorbing is preferably less than 200 °C, more preferably less than 100 °C, and in some embodiments the temperature difference is between 50 and 200 °C. In some embodiments of this method, the cycle time is preferably less than 5 minutes, more preferably less than 2 minutes, and in some embodiments between 0.5 and 10 minutes. In some embodiments of this method, from 0.1 mol to 1 mol of gas per minute per liter of apparatus is adsorbed and desorbed in a complete cycle. This method may include any of the features or conditions described in this specification, for example, any of the device features could be employed.

The invention also provides a multi-cell sorption pump, comprising: at least six sorption cells; where each sorption cell comprises at least one adsorption layer, and at least one heat exchanger layer. Thermal connections connect each sorption cell to at least two other sorption cells and to a heat source and to a heat sink, such that each sorption cell can cycle thermally from adsorption to desorption and back to adsorption by sequentially receiving heat from said at least two other sorption cells prior to receiving heat from the heat source, and then sequentially giving up heat to at least two other sorption cells prior to giving up heat to the heat sink, such that thermal recuperation is provided.

The invention also provides a method of gas adsorption and desorption, comprising a first step of passing a gas into a first adsorption layer containing a first adsorption media where at least a portion of the gas is adsorbed onto the adsorption media to form an adsorbed gas and removing heat from the adsorption layer through a distance of 1 cm or less into a first heat exchanger. Subsequently, in a second step, the adsorption media is heated through a distance of 1 cm or less from the first heat exchanger, and gas is desorbed. Simultaneous with the first step, a heat exchange fluid flows through the heat exchanger and exchanges heat with the adsorbent. This heat exchange fluid flows into a second heat exchanger that, in turn, exchanges heat with a second adsorption layer containing a second adsorption media.
The invention also provides a method of gas adsorption and desorption that includes: a first step of transferring heat from a heat source into at least two first cells and desorbing gas from each of the two first cells, and transferring heat from at least two second cells to at least two third cells; a second step of transferring heat from the at least two second cells to a heat sink, and adsorbing gas into the at least two second cells, transferring heat from the at least two first cells to the at least two third cells; a third step of transferring heat from a heat source into the at least two third cells, and desorbing gas from each of the at least two third cells, transferring heat from the at least two first cells to the at least two second cells; and a fourth step of transferring heat from the at least two first cells to a heat sink, and adsorbing gas into the at least two first cells, transferring heat from the at least two third cells to the at least two second cells. In this method, each cell comprises at least one sorbent, and at least one heat exchanger.

The invention also provides a method of adsorption and desorption that provides the thermal enhancement of PSA adsorption, thereby obtaining greater utilization of the adsorbent media than would be accomplished by PSA adsorption alone. This includes cooling of the adsorbent media during adsorption at one partial pressure of the adsorbing specie(s), so that a greater amount of adsorbing specie(s) can be adsorbed, and/or heating of the adsorbent media during desorption at a lower partial pressure of the desorbing specie(s), so that a greater amount of desorbing specie(s) can be desorbed. In general, the methods described herein are applicable for thermal swing adsorption, thermally-enhanced pressure swing adsorption, and thermochemical compression.

In another aspect, the invention provides a sorption pump comprising: an adsorption layer comprising an adsorption mesochannel containing adsorption media; and a heat exchanger layer adjacent the adsorption layer, the heat exchanger layer comprising a first region comprising a first heat exchange fluid pathway and a second region comprising a second heat exchange fluid pathway. The first fluid pathway connects a header and a footer. The second fluid pathway also connects a header and a footer. The first fluid pathway has a shorter average length than the second fluid pathway where length is measured in the direction of net fluid flow through the heat exchanger layer. The product of the average width and average height (width x height) of the second fluid pathway is larger than the product of the average width and average height (width x height) of the first fluid pathway. In a broader aspect, the invention provides the above-
described heat exchanger by itself or in combination with any layers in need of heat exchange.

The term “region” refers to a selected contiguous volume in the heat exchanger layer. The region may be arbitrarily selected, but should include two sides that are parallel to length of a fluid pathway located therein. The height of a “region” is typically determined by the height of the heat exchanger layer. The height of a heat exchanger layer in an unbonded stack is the height of the heat exchanger shim or shims, while in a bonded stack or integral device is the maximum height of a heat exchange fluid pathway. A “fluid pathway” is a channel, open space, or any area that permits flow of a heat exchange fluid.

The invention further provides methods of adsorbing and desorbing a gas in the any of the sorption pumps described above, comprising: adsorbing a gas onto an adsorbent in the adsorbent mesochannel to form an adsorbed gas at a first temperature; passing a heat exchange fluid into the first and the second fluid pathways, wherein the heat exchange fluid is at a temperature that is higher than the first temperature; and desorbing at least a portion of the adsorbed gas.

In another aspect, the invention provides an integrated, multicell sorption pump, comprising: at least 3 cells disposed around a central axis, each cell comprising at least one unit, where each unit comprises a heat exchange layer and an adsorbent layer that is adjacent to the heat exchange layer; wherein the layers are substantially planar with mutually perpendicular dimensions of width, height and length, wherein length is measured in the direction of net fluid flow through each layer and wherein the height of each layer is smaller than its width and smaller than its length and wherein height of each layer is substantially parallel to the central axis.

While the various aspects of the present invention are generally applicable to any gas, including hydrogen, there are some preferred embodiments that are specifically directed to hydrogen. For example, hydrogen can be adsorbed into metal hydrides (metal hydride adsorbents can be initially supplied in the hydride form, or, more typically, as the metal that is converted to a hydride in situ) and rapidly desorbed using the apparatus and methods described herein. In a particular aspect, the invention provides a method of starting up a fuel cell that includes the steps of adsorbing and desorbing hydrogen. In this aspect, the invention provides a method of starting a fuel cell, comprising: (a) producing hydrogen from a reformer and adsorbing a portion of the hydrogen produced by the
reformer to a hydrogen sorbent that is disposed in a mesochannel within a sorption pump (b) in the sorption pump, heating the hydrogen sorbent that is disposed in a mesochannel, causing hydrogen to be desorbed; and passing at least a portion of the desorbed hydrogen into the non-operating fuel cell; and (c) using the desorbed hydrogen to start the fuel cell.

Generally, the invention provides any of the components (for example, individual shims or collections of shims) or devices (for example, stacked shims, stacked shims with inlets and/or outlets and/or connecting fluid conduits, etc.) that are described herein. While various embodiments are illustrated as a series of shims, it should be recognized that the invention need not be characterized by shims but could be characterized (and claimed) by a device having certain connections, passages, and/or adsorbent configurations, etc. The devices and components can additionally, or alternatively, be characterized (and claimed) by their functions and/or their properties (for example, by their efficiencies) such as, but not limited to the properties evidenced by testing results. The invention also includes devices such as sorption pumps, heat exchangers, and gas adsorption and desorption apparatus. In some embodiments, these devices may be characterized in conjunction with their functions.

The invention also includes processes of using any of the components or devices (or any portion of the components or devices described herein). The invention also includes methods of gas adsorption and/or desorption and/or methods of exchanging heat. In some embodiments, the inventive methods may be characterized in conjunction with properties or other characteristics that are described herein or that result from the described devices or other descriptions herein.

The invention includes groups of shims that have been bonded into a laminated device or stacked shims prior to bonding as a stacked preassembly.

The invention further provides methods of making components or devices by steps including stacking shims having one or more of the features described herein. Following stacking the shims are typically bonded by a process such as diffusion bonding or (for low temperature applications) adhesives. Various embodiments of the invention can provide numerous advantages including one or more of the following: rapid cycling, rapid sorbent regeneration, reduced time and/or larger volumes of gas adsorbed as a function of sorbent mass required, excellent device stability, low cost, direct sorption into the sorption media without requiring diffusion through a contactor, preferential heating/cooling of the
sorption media to a greater degree than other elements of the adsorber structure, configurations of sorption units with recuperative heat exchange thereby allowing energetically efficient temperature swing separations and/or more energetically-efficient, thermochemical compression.

The subject matter of the present invention is particularly pointed out and distinctly claimed in the concluding portion of this specification. However, both the organization and method of operation, together with further advantages and objects thereof, may best be understood by reference to the following description taken in connection with accompanying drawings wherein like reference characters refer to like elements.

GLOSSARY

In the present invention, the term "microchannel" refers to a channel with at least one dimension, of 1 mm or less, preferably in a direction perpendicular to net flow through the channel. The term "mesochannel" refers to a channel with at least one dimension, in a direction perpendicular to net flow through the channel, of 1 cm or less. For both, the optimum design usually includes orienting the height of the channel in the direction for which rapid heat and/or mass transport is desired. An "adsorption layer" of a flow-through device includes only the adsorbent, but in a laminated flow-by device, the "adsorption layer" includes the adsorbent plus contactor (if present) plus the open area adjacent the adsorbent and/or contactor.

The "theoretical capacity" of an amount of adsorbent is determined by maintaining the adsorbent at a first temperature, at a fixed partial pressure for the gas specie(s) to be adsorbed, for a sufficient period of time so that essentially no more gas will be adsorbed, then shutting off the gas flow and heating to a second temperature to desorb gas, at the same or another fixed partial pressure for the gas specie(s), until essentially no more gas is desorbed, and measuring the amount of gas desorbed; the amount of gas desorbed is defined to be the "theoretical capacity" of an adsorbent material for that set of process conditions. The actual "capacity utilized" within a working sorption pump is measured at the same pressure and temperature conditions, but for a selected, finite period of time, and therefore may be less than the theoretical capacity.
A sorption pump is defined as a device which captures a gas, or constituents within a gas, onto the surface of an adsorbent media, and then desorbs at least a portion of the captured gas, as the system is brought to a different temperature and/or pressure. A sorption pump makes use of the change in equilibrium sorption capacity of a sorbent that occurs when temperature and/or pressure conditions are changed. A mesochannel sorption pump contains adsorbent material within a mesochannel, which is in thermal contact with a heat exchanger, preferably a microchannel heat exchanger, thereby providing rapid heat transfer between the adsorbent mesochannel and the heat exchanger microchannel.

Transport phenomena within microchannels and mesochannels generally exhibit characteristic heat and mass transport times between milliseconds and tens of seconds. Systems of microchannels and mesochannels, in combination with appropriately chosen heat transfer fluids, can therefore be designed that exhibit transient heat and mass transport response rates on the order of tens of seconds, or seconds, or faster, and mesochannel sorption pumps should therefore be able to operate through the complete TSA cycle within a few minutes or in some cases, within tens of seconds or less.

For aspects of the invention that are described in terms of hardware volume or apparatus volume, the volume includes adsorption media, heat exchangers, endplates and headers and footers, but does not include external conduits. For example, the apparatus would include the entirety of the apparatus shown in Fig. 15 except for the external conduits.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1a schematically illustrates a simplified adsorption process.

Fig. 1b schematically illustrates a simplified desorption process.

Fig. 2 is a top down view of an adsorption layer having a serpentine adsorption channel.

Fig. 3 schematically illustrates a system and process for performing integrated adsorption/desorption cycles.

Fig. 4a-4f schematically illustrates a system and process for performing integrated adsorption/desorption cycles.

Fig. 5 schematically illustrates a system and process for regenerating air for an astronaut or the like.
Fig. 6 is an experimentally obtained plot of adsorbent temperature vs. time for multiple cycles of an inventive apparatus. Selected measurements of gas volumes desorbed are indicated by the open circles.

Fig. 7 is an experimentally obtained plot of adsorbent temperature vs. time for one cycle of an inventive apparatus at varying flow rates of heat exchange fluid through the heat exchanger.

Fig. 8a is an experimentally obtained plot of adsorbent temperature vs. time for heating under comparable conditions for apparatuses that are: all-plastic, all-metal, and metal-plastic composite.

Fig. 8b is an experimentally obtained plot of gas volume fraction desorbed vs. time for heating under comparable conditions for apparatuses that are: all-plastic, all-metal, and metal-plastic composite.

Fig. 9 shows mass diffusion graphs. Predicted variation in relative CO₂ concentration as a function of time (upper) and number of characteristic mass transport times (lower) for semi-infinite diffusion at a distance L of 0.8 mm in a porous adsorbent (ε=0.5, τ=3, and D = 1.67x10⁻⁵ m²/s).

Fig. 10 is a plot of predicted productivity of sorption pumps according to the current invention when tested under specified benchmark conditions.

FIG. 11 is a cross-sectional view of one repeat unit of a flow-by multi-channel adsorber.

FIG. 12 is a plan view of shims in a repeat unit illustrating the octagonal symmetry of an eight-cell adsorber.

FIG. 13 is a perspective view of shims in a repeat unit for a flow-by adsorber.

FIG. 14 is a bonded multiple-cell, multiple-channel adsorber prior to final machining.

FIG. 15 is a completed adsorber with adsorbate gas header/footer plates on each of the eight cells and heat exchange fluid header/footer tube stubs extending from the periphery of the endplates.

FIG. 16 is a view of a surface of a heat exchange shim for an embodiment of the invention in which the surface contains variable width etched fluid channels (hatched areas) alternating with variable width fins.
FIG. 17 shows the predicted CO₂ gas production rate per unit hardware volume of a sorption compressor such as that shown in Figure 15 as a function of compression ratio for three sets of adsorption and desorption operating temperatures.
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THEORY AND DESIGN OF MESOCANAL SORPTION PUMPS

In order to obtain a sorption pump design that has a high productivity per hardware volume, it is necessary to cycle an adsorbing media rapidly. This is encouraged by fast heat and mass transport, of the type that can be provided by microchannels and mesochannels.

Heat and mass transport within fluids in microchannels and mesochannels are usually dominated by diffusion; that is, since fluid flow in microchannels is almost always in the laminar flow regime (i.e., not turbulent flow), heat and mass transport are primarily obtained through diffusion within the fluids.

Rapid cycling of a mesochannel sorption pump requires attention to the transient thermal response within the heat exchange channels, the adsorption channels, and the walls that separates these two sets of channels, especially if highly effective thermal recuperation is desired, as will be discussed later. Preferably, the mesochannel sorption pump is designed so that the heat transport distance across the walls is sufficiently small so that it does not significantly influence the cycling time or performance of the system.

The characteristic heat transport time ($t_{ht}$) in a heat exchanger channel is related to the time that it takes for a substantial degree of thermal diffusion to occur. More precisely, for laminar flow within a mesochannel, where heat transport is dominated by diffusion, the characteristic heat transport time is defined to be a function of the heat transport distance and the thermal diffusivity of the heat exchange fluid, as follows:

$$t_{ht} = \frac{h^2}{\alpha}$$

where $h$ is the height of the channel and $\alpha$ is the thermal diffusivity of the fluid. For example, water (at 300 K, 1 bar, with a thermal diffusivity $\alpha = 1.46 \times 10^{-7}$ m²/sec)
flowing in a 250 micron high channel will have a characteristic heat transport time of:

\[ t_{ht} = \frac{h^2}{\alpha} = \frac{[(250 \text{ microns})(10^{-6} \text{ m/micron})]^2}{(1.46 \times 10^{-8} \text{ m}^2/\text{sec})} = 0.43 \text{ seconds} \]

Defining the characteristic heat transport time in this manner is mathematically equivalent to setting the dimensionless Fourier Number \( (F_o) \) equal to unity. For processes where \( F_o \) is equal to one, a substantial amount of diffusion has occurred; however, the transient thermal response of the fluid is not yet complete. Since net diffusion slows as thermal equilibrium is approached, additional time steps, of \( t_{ht} \) may be needed to achieve the desired approximation of thermal equilibrium within the heat exchanger channel.

By comparison, air (at 300 K, 1 bar, with a thermal diffusivity of \( \alpha = 2.20 \times 10^{-5} \text{ m}^2/\text{sec} \)) and liquid sodium (at 473 K, 1 bar, with a thermal diffusivity of \( \alpha = 4.78 \times 10^{-5} \text{ m}^2/\text{sec} \)) have characteristic heat transport times, in 250 micron high channels, of 2.84 milliseconds and 1.31 milliseconds, respectively.

The design of mesochannel sorption pumps also requires attention to mass transport within and into the sorption channel. For example, in many applications the expectation will be that the sorption pump substantially removes the solute from the process fluid. For example, it might be desirable to remove \( \text{CO}_2 \) from a combustion gas stream, or to remove an acid gas (e.g., \( \text{H}_2\text{S}, \text{CO}_2 \), etc) from a process stream.

A significant design tradeoff must be made for this type of process. One desire is to maximize the use of the adsorbent media capacity, nearly completely loading it with each cycle, and the other desire is to remove as much as possible of the solute from the feedstream. The adsorption media will initially load more rapidly where it is close to the flowing gas stream; i.e., where the mass transport distances are very short. Complete, or substantially complete, loading of the adsorption bed occurs last for portions of the bed that are furthest from the flowing gas stream. For this reason, the distance from the flowing gas stream to the furthest section of the adsorbent media, measured normal to the direction of flow, is of interest.

The characteristic mass transport time \( (t_{mt}) \) in an adsorbent channel is related to the time that it takes for a substantial degree of mass diffusion to occur into and within the adsorbent channel. Like the characteristic heat transport time, the characteristic mass transport time, for a laminar flow system, is defined to be a function of the mass
transport distance and the effective mass diffusivity of the solute(s) within the overall fluid, as follows:

$$t_{mt} = \frac{L^2}{D_e}$$

where $L$ is the mass transport distance and $D_e$ is the effective mass diffusivity of the diffusing specie(s) within the overall fluid. The characteristic mass transport time is therefore an attribute of fluid properties, channel dimensions, and the structure of the adsorbent media. For the calculation of the characteristic mass transport time, the effective mass diffusivity is defined to be a function of the fluid mass diffusivity and the tortuosity factor and porosity of the adsorbent media. Therefore

$$D_e = \frac{D \varepsilon}{\tau}$$

where $D$ is the mass diffusivity of the adsorbent specie(s) in the fluid, and $\varepsilon$ and $\tau$ are, respectively, the porosity and tortuosity factor of the adsorbent material in the adsorbent channel.

In calculating the characteristic mass transport time, it is important to consider geometry. In general, two types of sorption systems are of interest. One type, called a "flow-through" system, directly flows the gas to be processed through the sorption channel. The other type, called a "flow-by" system, flows the gas to be processed past the sorption channel; for a "flow-by" system, a contactor may be used, as described in Drost et al., U.S. Patent No. 6,126,723, to separate the adsorbent media from the channel that is directly flowing the gas. In this case, sorption occurs when the gas diffuses through the contactor and into the adsorbent media. Alternately, another "flow-by" system involves having the adsorption media arranged within the same mesochannel as is used to flow the gas, so that there is a preferential flow path that is adjacent to, but not directly through the adsorption media. For example, the adsorption media might be coated on the walls of the channel, or on an "insert" that does not take up the entire channel height.

For a contactor-based, "flow-by" system, where the adsorbent channel is essentially filled by the adsorbent structure, the height of the adsorbent channel is also the mass transport length within the adsorbent channel. For a case with a 1 mm high
adsorbent channel, where the ratio of porosity to tortuosity factor ($\varepsilon/\tau$) for the adsorbent is 1/6, and the mass diffusivity of the fluid is $1.67 \times 10^{-5}$ m$^2$/sec (corresponding to CO$_2$ within a N$_2$ stream, at 298 K and 1 atmosphere pressure), the characteristic mass transport time is calculated to be:

\[ t_{mt} = \frac{L^2}{D_e} = \frac{(1 \times 10^{-3})^2(6)}{(1.67 \times 10^{-5}) \text{ m}^2/\text{sec}} = 0.359 \text{ seconds} \]

Likewise, if the channel had been 1 cm high, the characteristic mass transport time would have been calculated to be 35.9 seconds.

The evaluation of the characteristic mass transport time can aid in the consideration of various mesochannel sorption pump configurations; however, additional details must be considered when designing a sorption pump. To evaluate transient response, and cycle time, attention must also be paid to the chemistry of adsorption (including capacities and kinetic rates), the precise geometry and dimensions of the adsorbent channel and the adsorbent media therein, as well as the percent of theoretical capacity that the system is intended to achieve.

More generally, the cycling rate for mesochannel sorption pumps will be a function of chemistry, mass transport (including the mass diffusivity of the solute within the overall gas stream and within the adsorbent channel), and heat transport (including the thermal diffusivity of the gas and solid material within the adsorbent channel, and the characteristic heat transport time for the combination of the adsorbent channel, any heat exchange channel(s), and the structural material that connects them).

During the adsorption portion of the cycle, the adsorbed gas undergoes a phase change, and heat (the heat of adsorption) is released. Unless this heat is removed as it is generated, it will cause a temperature rise within the adsorbent bed, thereby limiting the amount of gas that could be adsorbed. Likewise, during desorption, the evolution of the gas consumes energy; unless the adsorbent bed is heated (corresponding to the heat of desorption), it will grow colder, thereby limiting the amount of gas that can be desorbed.

**Thermally-Enhanced PSA**

A mesochannel sorption pump can also perform PSA adsorption and, in principle, can provide for improved productivity of a PSA adsorption cycle through thermal enhancement. As noted previously, adsorption systems typically generate heat during
adsorption and consume heat during desorption, cooling the adsorption media during that portion of the cycle. For conventional PSA systems, the heat of adsorption remains within the adsorption media, and the heat of desorption is taken from the adsorption media, cooling it. The net effect for conventional PSA systems is that the theoretical capacity of the adsorption media is reduced, compared to if heat had been removed during adsorption and/or added during desorption.

Thermal enhancement is not usually attempted for conventional PSA systems, because of the very long heat transport distances, and accordingly, the very much longer cycle times that would be required. As noted previously, conventional PSA systems typically have cycle periods of minutes, whereas conventional TSA systems typically have cycle periods of hours.

Mesochannel sorption pumps, however, offer shorter cycle periods that are of similar magnitude as those for PSA systems. Accordingly, a mesochannel sorption pump can perform thermally-enhanced PSA adsorption and/or desorption, thereby providing enhanced utilization for a given amount of adsorbent. More specifically, a thermally-enhanced PSA sorption pump, incorporating mesochannels for heat exchange and adsorption/desorption, provides cooling of the adsorbing media during adsorption of a gas specie(s) at one pressure (or partial pressure) and/or heating of the adsorption media during desorption at a lower pressure (or partial pressure). While this operation will typically require thermal energy for operating the process, the size of the adsorption system and the amount of adsorption media are reduced. Alternately, whereas in some applications the conventional PSA system might require high pressure operation for adsorption, requiring electrical or mechanical energy to support the operation of compressors, a thermally-enhanced PSA mesochannel sorption pump could be operated as part of a process cycle with a lower inlet pressure required, therefore reducing compressor power costs. In particular, this could be valuable for an operation where there is a high value associated with electrical or mechanical power compared to a lower value associated with relatively low temperature heat, especially if waste heat is available from another operation at a suitable quality.

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Fig. 1a illustrates a simplified schematic of an adsorption process. Feed gas is fed in through tube 4 and valve 6, through inlet 7 into adsorbent layer 8. Simultaneously
with passing a gas through layer 8, a coolant flows through valve 9 and then through heat exchanger 10 which removes heat from adsorbent layer 8. Cooling is necessary because more gas is adsorbed at low temperatures and because adsorption generates heat. Gas that is not adsorbed in the adsorption layer passes out through outlet 12 and valve 14. At the end of the adsorption cycle, feed gas is shut off.

An apparatus in the desorption mode is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1b. Heat exchange media control valve 9 is switched to pass a relatively hot fluid through the heat exchanger 10. Heat is required because more gas is desorbed at high temperature and desorption causes cooling of the adsorbent layer 8. Valve 14 can be switched to redirect flow and, if desired, the desorbed gas can be collected.

Fig. 2 is a top-down view of an adsorbent layer 20 having a serpentine adsorption mesochannel 22. During operation, the adsorption mesochannel 22 contains adsorption media (not shown). Heat exchange fluid headers 24 can transport fluids to multiple layers of heat exchanger channels.

Although the adsorption channel 22 can take a variety of shapes, a serpentine configuration may be desirable for some applications. The height of the adsorption channel (height is the direction out of the page in Fig. 2 and is measured from the bottom of the channel to the top) is 1 cm or less, more preferably between 0.1 and 10 mm, and still more preferably between 1 and 5 mm. Controlling the height is important because it limits the time for heat and mass transport and enables faster cycling time. The length of the adsorption channel 22 is in the direction of the net flow from the gas inlet to the gas outlet and usually determined based upon the pressure drop that can be allowed, and other considerations such as the application for which the invention is to be used. There is no limit on channel length; however, for most applications the length of the adsorption channel is 25 cm or less, and more preferably 10 cm or less, and still more preferably between 1 cm and 6 cm. The width of the adsorption channel 22 is also a function of the design of the specific embodiment, and is often based upon internal design considerations, such as the need for the walls that define the width of the channel to serve as structural ribs during the fabrication of the invention. The width is generally perpendicular to the height and length and is measured at any cross-section of the flow channel, and is not limited but is preferably 10 cm or less, more preferably 5 cm or less, or still more preferably between 5 mm and 3 cm.
The structural material for the adsorption layer may be metal but is preferably a low thermal mass material such as plastic. It has been found that a plastic adsorption layer combined with a metal heat exchanger interface to the adsorption channel results in superior desorption properties measured as the fraction of gas desorbed as a function of time, thus enabling faster cycling times. Preferably the channel is cut completely through the adsorption layer and the adsorption media preferably contacts heat exchangers on two sides. A thinner adsorption layer reduces device size, weight and thermal mass (allowing more rapid temperature swings).

Gas adsorption media (which are solids) are well-known in the art and can be selected for selectivity to the desired gas. For carbon dioxide and water vapor, 13X zeolite pellets are one preferred example. In order to maximize capacity it is desirable to maximize the quantity of adsorption media in the adsorption channel; however, there is a trade off with limitations on mass transfer rates - a more completely filled adsorption channel decreases the gas flow rate at a given pressure drop. Therefore, it is preferred to use pellets or particles such that gas can flow and diffuse through interstices between particles. Other preferred adsorbent media forms include porous, flow-through foams, felts and honeycombs. In preferred embodiments, the adsorbent channel is more than 50% filled, more preferably at least 80% filled, with adsorption media measured as a percent of the total volume of the adsorption channel where both particles and the accompanying interstitial space is counted as "filled." In other preferred embodiments, the adsorption media fills at least 60%, more preferably 80%, and still more preferably at least 90%, of the cross-section (measured perpendicular to gas flow) of at least one portion of the adsorption channel - in this fashion essentially all of a gas passing through even a short adsorption channel will contact the adsorption media. Advantages of passing gas directly through the adsorbent include better opportunities to provide heating and cooling to the sorption media, since heating/cooling streams can be placed on both sides of the media, and desorption occurs into a smaller void space, therefore providing greater compression (for thermochemical compressor applications). In addition to the sorption media, in some preferred embodiments, the adsorption channel also contains heat transfer agents such as fins or pins that project from the channel walls or interspersed thermally conductive materials such as graphite or metal fibers or flakes.

The inventive apparatus preferably contains at least one microchannel heat exchanger in thermal contact with the adsorption layer. The term "microchannel" refers
to a channel having at least one dimension of 1 mm or less. Preferably, the microchannels have a maximum height of 1 mm and a width of 10 cm or less and any length (length is direction of fluid flow through the channel), more preferably a height of 100 to 500 micrometers (μm). In some preferred configurations, each adsorption layer is sandwiched between heat exchangers. The heat exchanger layer preferably has a thickness (in direction of heat transport to/from adsorption layer(s)) of 200 to 2000 μm, including the heat exchange fluid channel and the wall between the heat exchange channel and the adsorbent layer.

Preferably, the heat exchanger is completely or at least partially composed of a highly thermal conductive material; low thermal mass for the heat exchange structure is also desired. In some preferred embodiments, the heat exchanger has channels of various lengths connecting a header (or headers) and a footer (or footers) within a heat exchanger layer; preferably the volumes of these varying length channels are adjusted so that heat flux is equal over the heat exchange region (the area at which heat is transferred to/from the heat exchanger and the adsorbent) — see the discussion below with respect to Figs. 11 and higher. In some preferred embodiments, the highly thermal conductive material of the heat exchanger preferably has approximately the same shape as the adsorption channel (e.g., serpentine shaped heat transfer material over and/or under a serpentine-shaped adsorption channel) because this configuration operates to selectively heat the adsorption media with reduced heating of other components of the device such as other portions of the adsorption layer, and may also increase the thermal cycling rate. In some preferred embodiments, the highly thermal conductive material of a heat exchanger overlaps at least 80%, more preferably at least 90%, of the adsorption channel(s). Conversely, the adsorption channel(s) preferably overlaps at least 80%, more preferably at least 90%, of the fluid flow portion of a heat exchanger. "Overlap" is determined by viewing the device in the direction of stacking and gauging the superposition of one element on another. While devices have been tested with heat exchangers that are shaped with serpentine configurations that conform to the shape of the adsorption channel, the inventors also envision heat exchange layers having a shaped, thermally-conductive microchannel regions with surrounding areas of nonthermally-conductive material.

In place of, or in addition to channels for fluids, heat sources may include electrically resistive heaters, light-absorbing surfaces or radioisotopes. Other process technology such as an exothermic chemical reactor or a nuclear powered reactor, are also
possible heat sources. Non-sorbed components of the gas that contacts the adsorbing media may also remove heat during adsorption, therefore serving as a heat sink or as a portion of a heat sink. Alternately, the heat source and/or the heat sink might each be part of a heat pump system, which elevates the low temperature heat from adsorbing layers to a higher temperature heat, for desorption layers. In some embodiments, the apparatus is configured with other process technologies which produce low-temperature waste heat, such that the waste heat from the other process technologies is the heat source for the inventive apparatus, or the heat sink for the apparatus might be another process technology that requires low-temperature heat at approximately the temperature at which heat is removed during or prior to adsorption.

The heat transport fluid in the heat exchanger is preferably water, but any suitable heat transfer fluid may be employed. For example, liquid metals, hydrocarbon- and silicone-based fluids, many gases (such as air, nitrogen, carbon dioxide or hydrogen) and phase change fluids (such as refrigerants) are also suitable heat transfer fluids for various embodiments of this invention. As shown in the Examples section, higher flow rates increase the rate of thermal change and thus decrease cycle time; however, excessively high flowrates can increase thermodynamic irreversibilities, and therefore can cause the system to be less energy efficient.

For good heat transfer characteristics, compactness and ease of construction it is preferred that the adsorption layer or layers and the heat exchanger or heat exchangers have planar surfaces or complementary (lock-and-key) surfaces such that the components stack on top of each other.

In another aspect of the invention, a collection of adsorption cells are arranged so that recuperative heat exchange is provided, through the incorporation of a heat exchange fluid. Figure 3 depicts one schematic for this approach, with twelve mesochannel adsorption cells (each having one or more mesochannels with adsorbing media and one or more heat exchangers). While one portion of the system is adsorbing, another portion is desorbing, and the remaining cells are either being preheated (for desorption) or cooled (for adsorption), using the heat exchange fluid. Heat exchange fluid from the desorbing cell (or cells) passes into another cell (or cells) where it preheats an adsorbent - at the same time, heat exchange fluid from the heat exchanger of an adsorbing cell (or cells) passes into another cell (or cells) where it precools an adsorbent. The heat exchange fluid could be routed through mesochannels that are embedded within each
adsorption/desorption cell. This approach is similar to the concept that is described in an US Patent No. 5,419,156 (incorporated herein by reference), which describes an overall concept for adsorption compressors in general but does not apply them to adsorption/desorption using mesochannels or microchannels.

Thermal recuperation can also be accomplished with adsorption-based sorption pumps. For example, the schematic in Figure 3 illustrates one potential concept for a multi-cell, mesochannel sorption pump. The cycle is similar to one described by Sywulka, U.S. Patent No. 5,419,156. Conceptually, the cells move clockwise through the cycle, while a heat transfer fluid circulates counter-clockwise through heat transfer channels in each cell. The highest temperature occurs in the cell at the top of the diagram where desorption is occurring. As the heat transfer fluid leaves this stage at its hottest temperature, it consecutively gives up heat to the cells on the left that are cycling toward the desorption step. At the bottom, the coldest cell is adsorbing. As the heat transfer fluid moves up through the cells on the right, it cools the cells moving down toward the adsorption step. In this manner, the majority of the heat associated with the thermal mass is effectively recuperated. Some heat must be provided at the desorber and removed at the adsorber, to make the system operate as a heat engine doing compression work. Note that, in actuality, the cells may not physically rotate. Rather, virtual rotation can be accomplished by transitioning the inlet and outlet points as well as the points where heating and cooling occur.

The concept of Sywulka requires a substantial amount of valving. Fluid pumps and valves for a thermally-recuperative, mesochannel sorption pump can be provided either by embedding the valves within the sorption pump structure or by connecting external valves to conduits that are connected to the structure.

Other options for thermal recuperation exist for multi-cell sorption pumps, with the overall goal still being to make use of thermal energy from a cell that is cooling, to support adsorption, and to provide heat to another cell that requires heating, to support desorption. As is shown in Figures 4a-4f, the continuous fluid process loop of Sywulka is replaced with thermal connections between each cell and the cells that are its immediate neighbors. The thermal connection can be made using heat exchange fluid loops or by using thermal switches, for example. Again, fluid pumps and valves can be provided either internally or externally.
Energy efficient operation requires that the recuperative heat exchange be highly effective. It is preferred that the heat exchange channels and the adsorption channels cooperate in a way such that at least 60%, or more preferably, 80%, or more preferably yet, that 90% of the thermal energy associated with operating the system is recuperated.

Another approach is schematically illustrated in Figs. 4a-4f. This scheme preferably makes use of cells in multiples of 3. The illustrated device (seen from top down in each illustration) contains 9 cells, where each cell is represented as a box. In Figure 4a, heat is transferred from heat source 40 along the path indicated by arrows 42 into cells 44. The heat source 40 could contain, for example, hot fluid passing through a pipe, a light-absorbing surface, an electrical resistor, or a container with a radioisotope, or a thermal switch or other thermal conduit providing heat flow from another process technology. The cells 44, operating at the hottest temperature of the cycle, desorb gas 46 that exit the cells through valved outlets (not shown). Simultaneously, warm cells 48 transfer heat 49 to adjacent cold cells 50.

In a subsequent step, Fig. 4b, the outlets of cells 44 are closed and heat 51 from cells 44 is transferred to warm adjacent cells 50. Simultaneously, gas 52 is being adsorbed in cell 48 while heat 54 is transmitted to a heat sink (not shown). The heat sink could be, for example, a coolant fluid in a heat exchanger, another process technology requiring heat at about or less than the temperature of adsorption, or simply the atmosphere.

In a subsequent step, Fig. 4c, heat from the heat source is transmitted to cells 50 which then desorb adsorbed gas. Simultaneously, warm cells 44 transfer heat to adjacent cold cells 48.

In a subsequent step, Fig. 4d, the outlets of cells 50 are closed and heat from cells 50 is transferred to warm adjacent cells 48. Simultaneously, gas 52 is being adsorbed in cells 44 while heat 54 is transmitted to a heat sink (not shown). Subsequent steps are shown in Figs. 4e and 4f.

The invention also includes methods of making sorption apparatus comprising the joining together the adsorption layer(s) and the heat exchanger. For all-metal units, bonding is preferably by diffusion bonding. Plastic-containing units may be bonded by adhesives, by compression fittings, diffusion, or other methods. The apparatus may likewise contain or be assembled from ceramics, and sealed using various methods.
The inventive gas adsorption methods all involve sorption of a gas onto adsorption media followed by desorption. In one aspect, a gas is passed into a channel that contains adsorption media (preferably without first passing through a contactor) and, simultaneously heat is transported to or from a heat exchanger to any point in the adsorption media over a net distance of less than about 1 cm. In other words, all points of the adsorbent are within about 1 cm or less of a heat exchanger. The net effect is that the gas is concentrated or compressed, with the energy for the process being thermal energy (heat). Since a heat source and a heat sink are required, the thermodynamic cycle is that of a heat engine. Further, because the heat and mass transport distances are short, along the smallest dimension of microchannels and/or mesochannels, the system operates with a fast cycling rate. The longest heat transport distance from any point in the adsorption media is less than about 1 cm; more preferably less than about 8 mm, and still more preferably less than 5 mm. In some cases, the heat transport distance could be larger. To enhance heat transport, a porous conductor could be placed in the adsorption channel. In another aspect, heat is selectively added and removed from the adsorption layer with relatively low level of heat transfer to other portions of the adsorption layer.

In yet another aspect, heat is transferred between a heat exchanger composed of a high thermal conductivity material and an adsorption layer composed of a relatively low thermal conductivity material.

In yet another embodiment, gas is desorbed from the adsorbent in the adsorption channel by pressure swings. Although heat exchangers are not necessary for pressure swing adsorption, there could be heat exchangers to enhance rate and/or capacity.

The invention also includes methods of gas separation that include the inventive gas adsorption methods as steps in the process. Examples include separation of CO₂ from exhaled air, removal of H₂S from natural gas to "sweeten" the gas, removal of CO₂ and/or CO from a hydrogen rich stream (such as from a reformer) for a fuel cell power plant, water removal from air (to dry it) and more complex separations, where the sorption device is but one part of the process, such as to purify argon or nitrogen such as for instrument use.

Alternatively or in addition to describing the invention in terms of size, composition, etc., the invention can be described in terms of other measurable properties such as rapid cyclability and gas adsorption/desorption as a function of hardware volume.
The use of the thin adsorption channel enables faster heat transfer, which can be expressed as the heat transfer power density. In order to enable rapid cycling, heat is exchanged between the adsorbent channels and the heat exchange channels at a rate of at least 0.5 watts per cubic centimeter, more preferably over a rate of at least 1.0 watts per cubic centimeter, and yet more preferably over a rate of at least 5.0 watts per cubic centimeter, measured over a complete cooling and heating cycle where the volume is the adsorption cell volume, as previously defined. The upper limit of heat transfer in the present invention is limited as the thickness of the adsorption layer approaches zero. In some preferred embodiments, the rate of heat transfer is between about 1.0 and 6.0 W/cc.

In preferred methods, at least 50%, more preferably at least 80%, and still more preferably at least 95% of theoretical capacity of the adsorbent is utilized in a thermal swing cycle (without applying vacuum or adding a purge or sweep gas) of 3 minutes, more preferably 1 minute, and still more preferably 20 seconds or less, and in some embodiments between 3 minutes and 30 seconds.

In some preferred embodiments, the inventive apparatus possesses rapid desorption capability such that, if the adsorption media is replaced with an equal volume of 13X zeolite, with a bulk density of 0.67 grams per cubic centimeter, and this zeolite is saturated with carbon dioxide at 760 mm Hg while at 5°C, and then warmed to 90°C (by passing 90°C water through the heat exchanger(s)) while maintaining the output at 760 mm Hg, then at least 50% of the theoretical capacity of the zeolite is desorbed within 1 minute. More preferably, at least 70%, and still more preferably at least 90%, of the adsorbed carbon dioxide is desorbed within 1 minute. The invention can also be characterized by productivity. In an alternative test, under the same conditions as above, at least 0.015 g CO₂, more preferably at least 0.025 g and in some embodiments 0.015 to about 0.04 g CO₂, per ml of apparatus is desorbed within one minute. The rapid desorption capabilities of the invention are generally insensitive to the type of adsorbent media; the purpose of characterizing certain embodiments of the invention in this fashion is to provide a measurable criterion that can be used to characterize the hardware design and thus characterize the rapid desorption property of the invention.

In preferred embodiments the invention possesses rapid cyclability such that at least 70% (more preferably about 80% to about 95%) of the theoretical capacity of the adsorbent media is utilized in at least two consecutive adsorption-desorption cycles, each cycle being accomplished in a period of two minutes, as measured by a test in which a
pure gas is passed into the adsorption channel for 1 minute, for the sorption portion of each cycle, at a flow rate such that the total amount of gas equals 1.5 times the theoretical capacity (the capacity of a sorbent at infinite time) of the adsorption media, and 10°C water is simultaneously passed through the heat exchanger(s), and then the gas flow is shut off and the adsorbent layer(s) are heated, during the desorption portion of each cycle, by passing 90°C water through the heat exchanger(s) for 1 minute. In this measurement, the pure gas should be selected to match a typical target gas for the selected adsorbent media. This rapid cycling is obtained with pure thermal swing adsorption, that is, vacuum is not applied and no purge or sweep gas is added.

The inventive systems can also exhibit excellent stability and, in preferred embodiments, productivity decreases by less than 10% even after 100 cycles.

In typical applications, multiple adsorption layers are interleaved with multiple heat exchanger layers into single units. Preferably, an integrated unit will sandwich each adsorption layer between two heat exchangers. More preferably a unit will contain at least 5 adsorption layers and 6 heat exchange layers. In some embodiments, larger volumes of gases can be separated with units containing at least 50 adsorption layers interleaved with 51 heat exchangers.

In a preferred embodiment, a mesochannel adsorption cell is designed so that adsorbent media can be added or removed after bonding. The adsorption channel(s) can be made longer or disposed further to one side than the heat exchange channels. In this design, the cell can be opened (such as by cutting or removing bolts) and sorbent media removed and/or added without opening the heat exchange channels. The unit would then be resealed by welding, compression fitting, or other methods.

An air treatment system for an astronaut or like is illustrated in Fig. 5. The water adsorber may contain silica gel, or zeolite, or other suitable adsorbent; likewise, the CO₂ adsorber may contain zeolite or other preferred adsorbent. For each specie to be adsorbed (e.g., water and CO₂) there are two sorption cells, one that is used at a given time for treatment and one that is being regenerated by addition of heat. In a preferred embodiment, the system would consist of multiple sorption cells for each specie to provide improved thermal recuperation. Simultaneous regeneration results in a reduction in required adsorbent mass as compared to a non-regenerated system using the same adsorbent media. The mass and volume of adsorbent required decreases linearly as the cycle time decreases. For a typical 4-hour mission, a system regenerated in 4-minute
cycles requires about 60 times less adsorbent than a conventionally-constructed non-regenerated system.

A particularly preferred multieell sorption pump is illustrated in Figs. 11-16. A schematic view of the cross-section of a single flow-by unit in a single flow-by cell is illustrated in Figure 11. A pair of shims A stacked in face-to-face fashion forms a heat exchanger; each shim B has a channel cut through the shim creating an adsorbent mesochannel; shim C provides the gas flow channel; and each shim D is a porous contactor allowing diffusive mass transport between the adsorbent and gas flow channels. Seven shims, two each of A, B, and D and one of C, create a repeat unit. In turn, stacking multiple repeat units vertically increases the number of adsorbent channels and the adsorbent volume in an adsorption cell with no penalty in heat and mass transport efficiency. By appropriate design and bonding of the shims in such a cell, the heat exchange fluid is hermetically isolated from the channels containing the adsorbent and adsorbate gas.

Figure 12 shows four shim designs for an eight-cell flow-by adsorber of octagonal symmetry in plan view, while Figure 13 depicts the same shims from a perspective view. Preferably, the shim material (for example, titanium) for the porous contactors 120 be fabricated by etching a pattern to provide holes and/or ribbing that creates a mesh-like pattern. This can be accomplished with photochemical etching or other known means. The two triangular cutouts 170, 171 within each of the trapezoidal octants of the shims form the heat exchange fluid header and footer for that repeat unit and the cell.

Figures 12 and 13 show a repeat unit stacking order for a flow-by adsorber. A flow-through device is readily obtained from the shims defined in Figures 11-13 by removing the gas flow and porous contactor shims C and D from the repeat unit. The units can be repeatedly stacked for any desired capacity, for example, at least 2, at least 12, or 2 to 100 repeat units. Preferably, one extra heat exchange channel is used at each end of the repeat unit stack to cap the terminal heat exchange channels.

The structure of a device in bonded form is shown in Figure 14. After some machining and attaching adsorbate gas header/footer plates 160, the bonded structure of Figure 14 can be converted to the eight-cell adsorber shown in Figure 15. End plates 140 are beneficial in the bonding process and can be used for external header and footer connections for the heat exchange fluid. In a typical manufacturing process, shims are
laminated (preferably by diffusion bonding), the sides are cut off and adsorbent is inserted in the adsorbent channels. The opened sides are then capped by plates 160, which can be welded on. The plates 160 preferably contain headers and footers (not shown) that direct gas flows into and out of the adsorption layers. Removal of a significant fraction of the material from the end plates after bonding serves two functions: first, it reduces the device mass; and second, it reduces the potential duty of heating and cooling that mass during thermal cycles. The latter is especially important if the endplate material is thermally conductive and has a large heat capacity. The energy penalty associated with thermal cycling of the cells from cold to hot to cold etc. is minimized if the mass of structure other than the adsorbent that is cooled and heated is reduced or if thermal energy is effectively recuperated from cycle to cycle.

In some embodiments, to further minimize the “thermal mass” of the adsorber and to maintain the ruggedness provided by bonded metal, the use of a material that has a lower density and lower heat capacity than stainless steel, for example titanium, is desired. Titanium has roughly half the density and about half the heat capacity on a volume basis of stainless steel.

In a particularly preferred embodiment of a flow-by sorption pump, gas flows through entrance 111, flows around wall 115 (which preferably extends to the entire height of the adsorption layer) and nonadsorbed gas flows out through outlet 117 — inlets and outlets are created by removing wall 119 from each of the eight sides of the bonded apparatus. Gas diffuses through porous contactors 120 into or out of adsorbent contained in channels 118. Preferably, the entire space 118 in the adsorption layer is filled with adsorbent. Heat exchange fluid flows into heat exchange headers via conduits 152 and out of heat exchange footers via conduits 154 that are attached to each cell. Gas flows into cells in the apparatus through conduits 156 in plate 160, and out of the cells through conduits 158. In some preferred embodiments, gas flows and heat exchange fluid flows are routed from one cell into another cell within the same integrated multicell device — this routing can be directed according to the descriptions of multicell operation that are provided elsewhere in this specification.

Details of the heat exchange shim A are provided in Figure 16. A flat heat transfer surface contacts the adsorbent layer. Effective bonding (e.g., diffusion bonding if metal) of this surface with an adsorbent shim B in the areas that shim solids overlap.
hermetically isolates the adsorbent and gas within the adsorbent layer from the fluid in the heat exchange channel.

Figure 16 shows the other surface of the same heat exchange shim in which heat exchange fluid channels and fins can be defined through surface modification (e.g., photochemical etching). In this case, the hatched areas of the drawing can be, for example, etched (or mechanically machined or stamped) 0.005-in. (0.125-mm) deep, which is half the thickness of the shim. The half-etched portions define fluid channels while the un-etched material between each channel is a heat-transfer fin 173.

As can be seen in Fig. 16 fins become wider toward the inside (smaller) edge of the trapezoid while the channels become narrower. This design feature provides a nearly constant flux of heat to the adsorbent layer and supporting structure adjacent to it. The design allows for a constant heat flux across the entire heat-transfer area, which is bounded on the outside edge by the widest fluid channel, on the inside edge by the narrowest fluid channel, and on the ends by the triangular fluid header and footer 170, 171. Thus, in some preferred embodiments, the heat exchanger contains multiple (preferably at least 6, more preferably at least 16) heat exchange channels (preferably microchannels) in which the channels become wider and/or deeper toward the outer (larger) edge of the cell component.

The need for varying channel and fin widths results from the difference in fluid channel lengths connecting the header and footer. Since the header and footer are relatively large and open, the pressure within each is essentially constant. In other words, pressure drop for fluid flowing within the header or the footer is negligible compared to the pressure drop for fluid flowing in the channels connecting the header and footer. Assuming a constant fluid pressure within the header and a lower constant pressure in the footer, the volumetric flow rate in the connecting rectangular channels is a function of the pressure difference (ΔP), the fluid viscosity, and the channel length, width, and height. Here, channel height is defined by the etch depth and is assumed constant, but could be varied in fabricated units. If the channel widths were constant, the flow rate would be highest in the shortest channel (on the inside edge of the trapezoid). With a higher flow rate, the heat capacity carried in fluid within the channel would be greater and a relatively high heat flux would result in the local heat transfer area adjacent to the channel. It is therefore desirable to make the shortest channel narrower to reduce the volumetric flow rate through it and to provide for a constant heat flux across entire heat
transfer area. Since heat is transferred to the adsorbent layer and associated structural elements adjacent to (above or below) the fins as well as the fluid channels, the fin widths also vary. The fins themselves have thermal mass, which must be considered, and they help define the local heat transfer area (and overall thermal mass) served by the heat exchange fluid channels.

The eight cell components 178 are disposed around central axis 172. For description purposes, each cell component can be viewed as having an arbitrary number of regions; for example, cell component 178 can be viewed as divided into two regions separated by the fin 179 – a first region on the side toward the central axis containing at least a portion of a heat exchange flowpath (in this case, 9 heat exchange channels) and a second region toward the outer edge of the apparatus containing at least a portion of a heat exchange flowpath (in this case, 8 heat exchange channels). Alignment tabs 175 with alignment holes 176 are removed after the shims are bonded to form a laminated device. The illustrated apparatus includes access ports 177 for temperature monitoring.

While specific embodiments are shown in Figs. 11-16, it should be recognized that (1) all of the factors discussed elsewhere (such as preferred adsorbent type and thickness, operating conditions, etc.) can apply to the multi-cell embodiments, and (2) the invention is far broader in scope than the specifically illustrated embodiments. Multi-cell devices can have 2, 3 or more cells (such as 8 or more). Preferably, the cells are disposed around a central axis, and, when placing cells next to each other the cells will increase in size as they extend away from the central axis. Preferably, the flow paths through heat exchangers increase in length as a function of increased distance from the central axis. The flow paths can be mesochannels or, more preferably, microchannels. Although multiple channels are preferred, a heat exchanger could have a single flow path; for example, a trapezoidally-shaped flow channel that is etched in the heat exchange channel and slopes down (increases in height and volume) as it extends away from the central axis (with flow in the same direction as discussed with reference to Fig. 16).

In preferred multi-cell constructions, the heat exchange fluid is delivered to and collected from all heat exchange fluid layers in a cell via a common header and footer, and adsorbate gas species are delivered and collected by a second common header/footer system. This minimizes the number of external fluid connections to the cell. In some other embodiments of the present invention, more than one heat exchange fluid may be
delivered to a device. Multiple footers and headers within a layer, as well as multiple common footers and headers within a cell can accommodate several separate heat exchange fluids, delivered to and collected from multiple heat exchanger fluid channels. For example, a first heat exchange fluid can be delivered to and collected from multiple heat exchanger channels (or layers) via a first common heat exchanger fluid header and footer. A second heat exchanger fluid is delivered to and collected from multiple heat exchanger channels (or layers) via a second common heat exchanger fluid header and footer. Thus, multiple heat exchange fluids can be accommodated by the use of multiple common headers and footers dedicated to each heat exchanger fluid.

Similarly, multiple gas flows containing adsorbate gas species by the use of multiple common headers and footers. For example, adsorbate gas species of a first gas flow can be delivered and collected by a first common header and footer and a second gas flow can be delivered and collected by a second common header and footer. Thus, a single device can accommodate different gas flows and/or different heat exchange fluids, either simultaneously (i.e., in parallel, as described above) or in series (such as by using external valving to deliver different heat exchange fluids or different gas flows. This multiplicity of gas flows and/or heat exchange fluids can be accomplished in a single cell (such as by plumbing headers and footers in various units of a multi-unit laminate), or in a multi-cell apparatus. For example, multiple cells (such as the eight cells 101-108) can be designed to accommodate multiple (for example, 8 different) heat exchanger fluids and (for example, 8 different) multiple gas flows. In this design, multiple common headers and footers (such as 8 common headers and 8 common footers) accommodate the multiple heat exchanger fluid and gas flow lines.

With a multi-cell multi-channel device, adsorption and desorption steps can be simultaneous, one or more cells adsorbing gas species onto adsorbent contained within them while one or more other cells are desorbing or evolving gas from adsorbent. In this approach, adsorption and desorption can be continuous.

One method to increase the compression ratio using the inventive adsorption thermochemical compressors is to expand the temperature difference between adsorption and desorption. A net increase in the amount of gas desorbed per unit cell volume each cycle translates to a higher final partial pressure.

Operating multiple sorption thermochemical compressor stages in series is another means to increase the compression ratio for a fixed temperature range. For
example, consider two apparatuses of the type shown in Figure 15 as individual stages of a two-stage system. In the first stage, a 12.5x compression ratio, for example, from 0.8-kPa (6-torr) to 10.0-kPa CO₂, can be readily achieved. The compressed CO₂ from the first-stage desorption cell(s) is fed to the cooled adsorption cell(s) in the second stage. A thermal swing adsorption/desorption process in the second stage using the same (or, optionally, different) temperature range and operating characteristics as the first stage, further compresses the CO₂. If a second-stage compression ratio of 10x is achieved, then an overall compression factor of 125x is realized and the final CO₂ partial pressure of 0.1 MPa is attained. Our calculations indicate that operating a number of stages in series reduces the overall amount of adsorbent needed to produce a compressed adsorbate stream at a specified rate and compression ratio. Thus, higher compression is obtained with at least 2 compressors operating in series.

The predicted CO₂ production rate per unit hardware volume of a sorption compressor such as that depicted in Figure 15 is shown in Figure 17. The specific productivity varies as a function of compression ratio and the adsorption and desorption operating temperatures. The figure highlights the operational characteristics of a design basis unit. The design basis is a flow-by sorption compressor stage operating at an adsorption temperature of 0 °C and a desorption temperature of 100 °C, producing 0.81-kg CO₂/hr for the Mars sample return mission, and compressing the CO₂ by a factor of 13.5 from the Mars partial pressure 0.8 kPa to 10.8 kPa. This hardware is the first stage of two identical units capable of compressing the CO₂ by a factor of 125 to 0.1 MPa (1 bar). As expected, the specific productivity increases as the compression ratio, defined as the ratio of CO₂ partial pressures in the effluent (desorbed) and feed (adsorbed) streams, decreases.

At a given compression ratio, the specific productivity is a function of the adsorption and desorption temperatures, tending to higher specific productivity when the adsorption temperature is low (for a fixed desorption temperature) or the desorption temperature is high (for a fixed adsorption temperature). When the design basis hardware is operated between −50 and 100 °C or 0 and 200 °C, it is possible to compress the CO₂ 125x in a single stage. At 125x compression, the specific productivity of these higher ΔT cases is greater than the design basis requirement (3.5-g CO₂/min/L hardware). Thus, operated at full design capacity, the total CO₂ production would exceed the target 0.81-kg CO₂/hr. The hardware volume is that of the entire adsorption unit including
integral heat exchange channels, and zeolite-13X filling the adsorbent channels within it and all header- and end-plates enclosing the structure.

The results of Figure 17 were calculated from an equilibrium-based model developed to assess theoretical adsorbate production (stripping) rates, compression factors, and thermal energy requirements as a function of adsorbent type and mass, feed stream composition (binary, only one species adsorbed), cycle frequency, and adsorption and desorption operating temperature limits. To obtain the results of Figure 17, the following assumptions were made: 95% pure CO₂ feed at 0.8-kPa partial pressure; 90% of the adsorbent capacity for CO₂ is utilized in each cycle; and a 2-minute TSA cycle time. The model also accounts for the mass and volume of the sorption pump structure, which was assumed to be titanium for the results shown in Figure 17. Adsorption isotherms, which provide information on the specific capacity of adsorbate as function of its partial pressure at a given temperature, are key elements of the model. Adsorption isotherms for zeolite 13x from vendor literature were fit to Langmuir-Freundlich isotherm expressions for application in the model.

The heat-transfer fins 173 can serve as structural elements in the bonding process, for example, providing the bonding area for two heat exchange shims stacked face-to-face. Preferably, fins have a minimum width of at least 0.020-in. (0.5 mm) and the adjacent fluid channels preferably have a maximum width of 0.070-in. (1.8 mm). A minimum channel width can be selected because of pressure drop considerations and to keep the fin area served by the channel reasonably sized. As the channel becomes very small, almost the entire width of the channel-fin pair is due to fin. If fluid flow in the channel is required for heat transfer, a finite channel width must be maintained.

While the invention has been described with particular attention to carbon dioxide, it should be recognized that the inventive apparatus and methods are equally applicable to other gases. For example, by proper selection of conditions and adsorption media, the inventive apparatus and methods could be used to separate, or modify the partial pressures of: refrigerants, H₂S, CO, H₂O, CO₂, H₂, hydrocarbon gases, and many other organic and inorganic gases or vapor species, etc.

Fuel Cell Startup

One of the problems with fuel cell powered vehicles is the long start up times required by chemical reactor systems that produce hydrogen for the fuel cell from
hydrocarbon fuels. A solution to this problem is to store a small portion of the hydrogen produced during normal operation and then releasing the stored hydrogen to restart a fuel cell. Typically, only a very small part of the hydrogen produced during operation is stored in a sorption pump, preferably less than 10%, more preferably 1% or less. The system, in which hydrogen flows from at least one hydrogen-storage sorption pump to at least one fuel cell, can be an integrated unit or separate units connected by appropriate conduits. The system could be configured such that all of the product or only a part of the product from a reformer passes through the sorption pump(s). Typically the inventive system operates with a single reformer unit providing gas to a single fuel cell (with intervening gas purification means and an intervening hydrogen-sorption pump); however, it should be appreciated that multiple units (for example two or more fuel cells, two or more reformers, or two or more sorption pumps) can be incorporated within a system. Preferably the system is located in a vehicle and allows a fuel cell powered vehicle to operate with fast startup times and without requiring a secondary non-fuel cell system to provide power. The system is reusable, and is capable of 10, 100, 1000 or more operating cycles without the need for externally supplied hydrogen.

The hydrogen-storage sorption pump contains a mesochannel or mesochannels (or microchannels) that contain a hydrogen sorbent such as a metal hydride. Because sorbent is in a mesochannel (or microchannel), a high proportion of the adsorbed hydrogen is quickly desorbed with a relatively small heat input. Heat can be supplied to the adsorbent from any available heat source; however, in some preferred embodiments heat is supplied to the adsorbent through one or more adjacent heat exchanger channels (preferably, the heat exchanger channel(s) are microchannel(s)). In some preferred embodiments, the heat exchange fluid during desorption is or includes combustion gases produced by a compact combustor.

One preferred sorption pump that can be used for hydrogen storage and fuel cell startup is illustrated in Fig. 14. More generally, such sorption pumps preferably contain at least 2, more preferably at least 10 adsorption mesochannels in a laminated device.

An additional sorption pump or pumps can also be used to compress hydrogen to increase pressure going into the hydrogen-storage sorption pump or pumps.

In many cases, a fuel cell system (and, when combined with a hydrogen-storage sorption pump, including the metal hydride adsorbent) is sensitive to “impurity” gases or non-hydrogen product gases. Thus, in preferred embodiments, fuel cell systems
incorporate a sorption pump or pumps of the type described herein to remove water, CO₂, hydrocarbons, etc. to produce a purified hydrogen stream. Separate pumps could be used to remove differing components (such as water and CO₂), or individual cells or units within a single integrated pump could be used to remove differing components. While such purification systems can be employed in systems with an auxiliary hydrogen-storage sorption pump, they may of course be advantageously employed in any fuel cell systems that utilize gas purification, and these systems (without the hydrogen-storage sorption pump are also part of the present invention).

EXAMPLES

Relatively small adsorption separation and thermochemical compression units are possible utilizing mesochannel adsorption beds and/or heat exchangers, because of improved rates of heat and mass transfer in small scales. These improvements result in TSA devices that can be cycled more rapidly, which in turn reduces the mass of adsorbent necessary to achieve a target separation.

Example 1 – Adsorbent Mass Reduction for Rapid Thermal Cycling

As a practical test case, consider the adsorption and desorption of pure CO₂ from zeolite 13X at near atmospheric pressure. A vendor-supplied zeolite 13X isobar at 760-mm Hg CO₂ pressure shows the equilibrium CO₂ capacity \( q \) varies nearly linearly with temperature \( T \), over the range of \(-50^\circ\text{C}\) to \(100^\circ\text{C}\), per the relationship

\[
q = \frac{24.9 - 0.115T}{100} = 0.249 - 0.00115T
\]  

(1)

Here, the units of \( q \) are kg CO₂/kg zeolite and \( T \) is in degrees Celsius (C). The theoretical working capacity per cycle \( q_w \) for adsorption at a low bed temperature \( T_l \) and desorption at a higher temperature \( T_h \) under the isobaric conditions is therefore expressed as

\[
q_w = 0.00115(T_h - T_l) = 0.00115\Delta T = \frac{m_{\text{desCO}_2}}{m_{\text{ads}}}
\]  

(2)
The working capacity $q_w$ is the maximum amount of gas desorbed at $T_h$ when the gas is adsorbed to equilibrium loading at $T_i$. Experimentally, the actual working capacity was determined from the known amount of zeolite in the adsorbent bed and the volume of CO$_2$ desorbed, where the desorbed volume is related to the mass of CO$_2$ desorbed through the ideal gas law.

In the simple case described above, a single sorption unit is operated in an adsorption stage and a desorption stage according to the schematic shown in Figure 1. The combination of a gas adsorption phase and a desorption phase defines a single cycle of duration $t_{cyc}$. The mass production rate of gas stripped from the feed gas and desorbed as “product” gas, CO$_2$ in this case, is simply given by

$$r_{gas} = r_{CO_2} = \frac{m_{desCO_2}}{t_{cyc}} \quad (3)$$

Substituting Equation (3) into (2) provides a relationship between cycle duration and the mass of adsorbent required to achieve a given production rate.

$$m_{ads} = \frac{r_{CO_2} t_{cyc}}{0.00115 \Delta T} = \frac{r_{gas} t_{cyc}}{q_w} \quad (4)$$

Thus, the rapid cycles achievable in a mesochannel adsorption device reduce the amount of adsorbent needed to process a given amount of gas. The mass of adsorbent can be reduced by more than 100 times with the mesochannel approach, because the working capacity is reused frequently.

Several mesochannel adsorbers with integrated microchannel heat exchangers were tested under isobaric (atmospheric pressure, typically ~750 mm Hg) conditions and operated in a two-phase cycle. In one test case, a stainless steel device (described in detail in Example 4) containing 1.2 g of zeolite 13X (180-212 µm particle size) was operated with a minimum adsorption temperature $T_i$ of 12 °C and a maximum desorption temperature $T_h$ of 77 °C. (Water was flowed through the heat exchanger at 80 mL/min, and the hot and cold reservoirs were set to 90 and 5 °C, respectively.) Pure CO$_2$ was fed to the zeolite at the rate of ~50 mL/min during a ~60 s adsorption phase in which the
adsorbent was cooled from $T_h$ to $T_l$. The desorption phase, including the time to heat from $T_l$ to $T_h$, was also $\sim 60$ s. As defined above, the cycle time $t_{cycle}$ was 2 min. About 46 mL of CO$_2$ (measured at room temperature, $\sim 22 \, ^\circ$C) corresponding to 0.084 g CO$_2$ was desorbed. The theoretical working capacity for these conditions as determined from Equation (2) is 0.090 g CO$_2$. Therefore, 93% of the theoretical working capacity was measured experimentally. The less than maximum working capacity for the device is thought to be due to partial water "poisoning" of the adsorbent. Water is strongly adsorbed on zeolite 13X, and the adsorption device was not heated sufficiently to remove all water before the CO$_2$ experiment.

Fig. 6 shows bed temperatures for a series of 1, 2, 6, and 10 minute adsorption/desorption cycles. The volume of gas measured at the end of each desorption cycle is indicated by the open circles. The desorbed CO$_2$ volume consistently reached 46 ml for the 6 and 10 minute cycle times and about 42 ml for the 2 minute cycles. Only about 22 ml CO$_2$ was desorbed in the 1 minute cycle; however, only about 25 ml of CO$_2$ was delivered to the bed during the adsorption swing. Tests with higher feed flow rates resulted in larger recovered gas volumes. The theoretical working capacities, based on measured temperature differentials, were about 52 ml for the 6 and 10 minute cycles and about 47 ml for the 2 minute cycle. Therefore, better than 80% of the theoretical working capacity was achieved in each of these cycles. As can be seen in the figure, the devices exhibited excellent cycle-to-cycle consistency.

Example 2 – Adsorbent Mass Reduction for a Thermochemical Compression Scheme

Example 1 describes an isobaric process, but many adsorption processes are not isobaric. Consider, for example, an application in which the goal is to achieve CO$_2$ compression thermochemically using a mesochannel adsorption system. Here, it is proposed to use a thermal swing adsorption process to capture (adsorb) CO$_2$ at low temperature and low pressure (e.g., $\sim 6$ mm Hg) and deliver (desorb) CO$_2$ at higher temperature and pressure (e.g., 760 mm Hg) to a fuel-producing chemical reactor. Since adsorption, not desorption, is favored by higher partial pressures of the adsorbed gas species, it is necessary to operate the thermal swing over a sufficient temperature range to have a net production of gas in each thermochemical compression cycle.

For demonstration purposes, we consider adsorption at $-50^\circ$C and 6 mm Hg of CO$_2$ and desorption at 100$^\circ$C and 760 mm Hg of CO$_2$, to provide greater than 125-times
compression. The experimental results discussed in Example 1 shows that commercially available adsorption isobars and isotherms for CO₂ on zeolite 13X can be used to successfully scale the adsorption system. The difference in the low and high temperature equilibrium CO₂ capacity values obtained from the literature is the theoretical capacity (qᵢₚ) per sorption cycle for these operating conditions

\[ qᵢₚ = 0.0485 \times \frac{m_{\text{desCO₂}}}{m_{\text{ads}}} \]  

(5)

It follows then, per the discussion in Example 1, that the mass of zeolite needed to produce compressed CO₂ at a given rate is linearly related to the cycle time

\[ m_{\text{ads}} = \frac{r_{\text{CO₂}} t_{\text{cyc}}} {0.0485 n_{\text{ads}}} \]  

(6)

Where \( r_{\text{CO₂}} \) is the rate of CO₂ produced at higher pressure and \( t_{\text{cyc}} \) is cycle time. The efficiency factor \( n_{\text{ads}} \) is included in Equation (6) to account for extra adsorbent mass that may be necessary if the system is not operated at 100% capacity. This might occur if the system was not operated until equilibrium conditions were achieved (i.e., the maximum \( qᵢₚ \) is not attained in each cycle) or if a fraction of the bed capacity for CO₂ was lost to other species (e.g., water). Based on experimental results for isobaric conditions, efficiency factors greater than 0.9 are possible in properly configured and conditioned mesochannel adsorption devices (see Example 1).

Assuming temperature and pressure operating limits as given above and an identical efficiency factor of 0.9 for both processes, the adsorbent mass requirements for the two approaches can be compared. Per Equation (6), only ~1.3 kg of zeolite 13X is needed to produce compressed CO₂ at an intermediate rate (e.g., \( r_{\text{CO₂}} \equiv 20 \text{ kg/day} \)) in a mesochannel device with a cycle time of 4 minutes. On the other hand, about 60 times that mass of zeolite (~80 kg) is needed for an adsorption thermochemical compression process cycled once in four hours, as is more typical of conventional TSA processes.
Example 3 – Rapid Thermal Swing Adsorption Cycles in Mesochannel Devices
Demonstrated

Figure 7 shows the rapid thermal-swing capability for an all-metal mesochannel adsorber in a series of 1-minute heating and cooling phases. (In separate tests, it was determined that the heat-exchange surface measured temperatures depicted in the figure are representative of the zeolite bed temperature to within 1 to 2 °C). As the heat-exchange fluid flow rate was increased from 20 mL/min to 80 mL/min, the maximum and minimum adsorber temperatures approached the hot (70 °C) and cold (5 °C) reservoir temperatures. A larger temperature differential between adsorption and desorption cycles increases the zeolite working capacity, and therefore, a higher adsorbent working capacity is expected as the water flow rate is increased. Figure 7 also shows that the approach to the maximum (or minimum) temperatures is faster with increasing heat-exchange fluid flow rate. The heating curves were fit to exponential decay functions and the exponential time constants were estimated. The time constants were approximately 6 s, 9 s, and 19 s for water flow rates of 80, 40, and 20 mL/min, respectively. These data validate, from a heat transfer perspective, the potential for rapid thermal cycling in mesochannel adsorbers.

In Example 1 given above and the experiments from which Figures 6 and 7 were generated, the adsorption device was fabricated of all stainless steel components. Other adsorption test devices were fabricated of plastic components or a combination of plastic and metal components. The purpose of the plastic was to reduce the overall mass as well as the thermal mass. Here thermal mass implies the mass of structure which must be heated and cooled in adsorption and desorption cycles – ideally only the adsorbent would be heated and cooled, not the surrounding structure. Reductions in thermal mass result from the use of lower density and insulating materials (e.g., plastics). To enhance the rate of indirect heat transfer from a fluid contained in a heat exchange channel to an adsorbent material contained in an adjacent layer, it is preferred that the interface be fabricated of a low-mass, thermally-conducting material. This benefit can be achieved with metal-plastic composite devices and all-plastic devices with a relatively conductive heat transfer interface (e.g., a thin copper sheet or a conductive polyimide sheet).

Representative experimental devices, described in more detail in Example 4, were tested under isobaric conditions per Example 1. Figure 8 compares the thermal and mass transfer performance of three different mesochannel adsorption devices during
desorption cycles. In all cases, water was delivered to the adsorber heat exchangers from a 90 °C reservoir at 80 mL/min. Figure 8a indicates a somewhat lower rate of temperature change in the all-plastic device than in the all-metal and metal-plastic composite devices. However, after ~70 s the temperatures in the all-plastic device match those in the all-metal device, and at longer times the temperatures in the all-plastic device exceed those in the all-metal device by a few degrees. This may be due to the lower thermal mass and lower heat loss associated with the plastic unit. (It should also be noted that the temperatures shown for the stainless steel device were measured on the external surface whereas the temperatures for the other devices were measured with hypodermic thermocouples embedded in the zeolite channel. It is possible that the internal temperature in the all-metal device is actually up to a few degrees higher than the external surface.) The temperature profile for the metal-plastic composite adsorber demonstrates superior qualities compared to each of the other units. It shows rapid heat transfer to the adsorber bed, the rate of temperature change exceeding the all-metal device after ~15 s. The metal-plastic composite also attained a slightly higher maximum temperature than the all-metal device, suggesting relatively low heat loss as in the all-plastic device. The profiles of gas evolution from these three devices (Figure 8b) show similar trends. Gas desorption was fastest in the metal-plastic device and slowest in the all-plastic unit. The results suggest that heat transfer rather than mass transfer is the primary limitation in the regeneration process of these flow-through mesochannel adsorbers.

In Figure 8b the gas volume fractions represent the absolute gas volumes normalized by the total volume desorbed. In general we observed that the absolute volume of CO₂ desorbed per cycle, the working capacity, was higher in all-metal adsorbers (up to 93% of theoretical) than in devices containing plastic (maximum of 62% of theoretical). We believe this is due primarily to lower device conditioning temperatures used with plastic-bearing units (~125 °C) compared to all-metal devices (~195 °C). Water vapor, which is sorbed on zeolite 13X during assembly of adsorbers exposed to atmospheric conditions, is difficult to strip from the adsorbent at low temperatures because of the strong affinity of zeolite for water. Even at 195 °C some water is adhered to zeolite. The working capacity for an all-metal device conditioned in a 195 °C oven was ~81% of theoretical. Additional conditioning of the zeolite-filled
adsorber at 195 °C, including treatment in a nitrogen purged vacuum oven, resulted in a working capacity increase to ~93% of theoretical. These CO₂ recovery results indicate that precautions must be taken against water poisoning for low temperature operations with zeolite sorbents. Of course, the adsorption devices developed here are not specific to zeolite adsorbents (or CO₂ processing), and other adsorbents that are less sensitive to water may be used.

Example 4 – Details of Experimental Mesochannel Adsorption Devices
Details of fabrication of three experimental mesochannel adsorption device types, stainless steel, plastic, and metal-plastic composite, are described here. Note that Figure 1 is an oversimplified schematic of the device architecture. In practice, heat exchange channels were mounted on both sides of the adsorbent bed, not just on one side as shown in the figure. A production mesochannel adsorption cell would (at least for the case of a flow-through adsorption channel) likely consist of a series of adsorbent channels layered between heat exchange channels such that each adsorbent channel is contacted by two heat transfer surfaces. A common header and common footer would connect the adsorbent channels in the adsorption cell and a separate path would connect the heat exchange channels. The specific design of adsorbent and heat exchange channels is not restricted to those described here. The method of assembly for a production unit might also be significantly altered. For example, an all stainless steel device would likely be fabricated with diffusion bonding processes (as is typically employed to make many other microchannel and mesochannel devices) instead of using conventional welding or adhesives (e.g., RTV silicone) to join the various layers.

Stainless Steel Test Device:
Figure 2 illustrates an adsorption layer prior to final assembly. The assembled device included two heat exchange channel assemblies (not shown) sandwiching the serpentine adsorbent bed shim (also termed a sheet or laminae). During assembly the serpentine channel was filled with zeolite or other adsorbent material. The components of this experimental test device were temporarily bonded using RTV silicone to facilitate disassembly and reuse with different adsorbent. The heat exchange assemblies consisted of blank stainless steel header shims to which gas and heat exchange fluid inlet and outlet tubes were welded. The heat exchange channel was formed adjacent to the header plate
with a microchannel heat exchange shim originally designed for another microchannel device.

Sample assembly of an all-stainless steel adsorber: (a) 0.020-in (0.51 mm) thick stainless steel header plate for fluid fed to and retrieved from the adsorbent channel including a porous metal screen cover over the ports to prevent loss of adsorbent from channel (c); (b) ~0.010-in. (0.25 mm) height heat exchange fluid channel etched in 0.020-in. thick stainless steel shim stock with the etched surface facing the header plate (a); (c) a stainless steel serpentine adsorbent shim, typically 0.060-in. (1.5 mm) thick; (d) another heat exchange fluid channel (b) with the etched surface facing the header plate (e); and (e) 0.020-in thick stainless steel header plate for fluid fed to and retrieved from the heat exchange fluid channels. The serpentine adsorbent mesochannel could be made by a technique such as milling and the microchannels in the microchannel heat exchanger can be made by a technique such as electrodischarge machining. Alternatively, either can be made by photochemical machining or other suitable machining techniques.

All-Plastic Test Device:

Like the stainless steel device, the all-plastic mesochannel adsorber included two heat exchange microchannel assemblies surrounding a serpentine mesochannel adsorbent bed shim. In the plastic unit however, both the adsorbent shim and heat exchange channels were fabricated of polyimide, and the header plates were made from a transparent plastic such as polycarbonate. Heat exchanger shims in the all-plastic and the plastic/metal composite devices were patterned using a Resonetics Maestro UV excimer laser machining station operated at a wavelength of 248 nm. The serpentine design of the heat exchange channel tracked the adsorbent channel to maximize effective heat transfer to the adsorbent. The various device layers were assembled with thin sheets of double-sided adhesive film cut in the appropriate pattern. The units were pressed in a lab press to promote bonding.

An all-plastic adsorber was assembled with the shim order: (a) 0.25-in thick polycarbonate header plate for fluid fed to and retrieved from the adsorbent channel; (b) adhesive film; (c) ~0.011-in. thick serpentine heat exchange fluid channel laser cut in polyimide film; (d) adhesive film; (e) a thin (e.g., 0.030-in. thick) heat exchange surface film fabricated from polyimide or conductive polyimide; a pattern of small holes was laser machined in the corners of the shim serving the purpose of the metal screens.
described above [layer (a) of the all-stainless steel device]; (f) adhesive film; (g) a polyimide serpentine adsorbent shim, typically 0.050-in. (1.3 mm) thick, machined in the same pattern used in the all-metal device (see Figure 2) and filled with zeolite; (h) adhesive film; (i) a heat exchange surface (e) except without the laser machined adsorbent screen; (j) adhesive film; (k) serpentine heat exchange channel (e); (l) adhesive film; and (m) 0.25-in thick polycarbonate header plate for fluid fed to and retrieved from the heat exchange fluid channels.

Metal-Plastic Test Device:

Metal-plastic composite devices were also fabricated and tested. A unit was prepared as described for the all-plastic device except the heat exchange surface films (e) and (i) were replaced with thin copper shims. Results for this type of composite device are shown in Figure 8.

Another variation of a metal-plastic mesochannel adsorber has been fabricated and used in a limited number of experiments. It is identical to the all-stainless steel device described above excepting the central adsorbent shim (c) is replaced with a polyimide equivalent like that used in the other metal-plastic and all-plastic adsorbers (e.g., 0.050-in., 1.3 mm thick).

In the all-plastic and the metal-plastic adsorbers, the design of the heat exchangers was the same. In the all-metal adsorber, the design of the heat exchangers was somewhat different, but the fluid channel thickness (0.010 in, 0.25 mm) was comparable. The adsorption channel in each device was packed with zeolite 13X adsorbent (PQ Corp., 180 to 212 μm sieve fraction). A test stand was assembled to control feed gas (pure CO₂) and heat exchange fluid (water) flow rates and to allow monitoring adsorber and heat exchange fluid temperatures, pressure drops, and evolved gas volumes. Type K surface mount and immersion probe thermocouples were deployed in all tests; in several tests, a type T hypodermic thermocouple (Omega?) was embedded in the adsorption media to measure the adsorption media temperature directly. Temperatures were output and recorded to an Omega data acquisition system on a personal computer. The series of valves needed to switch between adsorption and desorption cycles (Fig. 1) were controlled manually. During desorption, gas was evolved at essentially ambient pressure through a tube to the head space of an inverted graduated cylinder that was partially filled with water and whose opening was submerged in a room.
temperature water reservoir. The water displaced from the cylinder measured the volume of evolved gas. To monitor gas evolution as a function of time, the water displacement from the cylinder was video taped for subsequent evaluation. Ideal gas law assumptions were applied to determine the equivalent mass of CO₂ released for comparison to the theoretical working capacity.

Example 5 - Calculated Productivity

The use of a mesochannel sorption pump, as described herein, provides a means of process intensification for gas processing by thermal swing adsorption. The productivity, defined as the mass of target gas processed per unit volume sorption pump, is a measure of process intensification. The productivity is related to many factors including cycle rate, gas stream composition, adsorption and desorption temperatures and pressures, and adsorbent type and condition.

The Productivity Graph (see Fig. 10) shows the productivity of several sorption devices of the current invention using a set of benchmark conditions. These include: (a) adsorbent channels filled with clean, dry zeolite 13x particulate to a density of ~0.67-g zeolite/mL channel; (b) CO₂ adsorbed to equilibrium at 760 mm Hg and 5 °C by flowing a 5 °C heat transfer fluid through the heat exchange channels and pure CO₂ through the adsorbent per Figure 1a; and (c) desorption of CO₂ at a pressure of 760 mm Hg resulting from the flow of 90 °C heat transfer fluid through the heat exchange channels (limiting the desorption temperature) per Figure 1b. A further constraint on this test, is that the productivity is defined for a single desorption of the device occurring in 1 minute (or less) from the time the high temperature heat exchange fluid starts flowing through the sorption unit or heating is initiated. Therefore, the productivity results in the Productivity Graph represent the mass of CO₂ desorbed in a single desorption per unit volume of sorption pump structure subject to the constraints given above. The theoretical maximum mass of CO₂ desorbed under these conditions can be estimated using Equation (2) and the volume and density (or mass) of adsorbent contained in the device. As noted previously, the actual working CO₂ production of such operations may be less than 100% owing to various factors such as partial loading of the adsorbent with water vapor. Maximum productivity would also not be attained if the sorbent did not reach the temperature of the heat exchange fluid. Accounting for this type of inefficiency, we have applied an efficiency factor of 0.85 in our calculations, a factor we
expect to meet or exceed in routine operations. The results in the Productivity Graph are 85% of the maximum theoretical productivity.

The Productivity Graph demonstrates that productivity is a strong function of sorption pump design. This is a direct result of the variation in the amount of adsorbent contained per unit volume of sorption pump structure. The structure volume is defined by the outer walls (e.g., plates) of the sorption unit, and it contains the adsorbent mesochannels, the heat exchange channels, and internal header and footer channels needed to deliver and collect fluids from the heat exchange and adsorption channels. In the cases presented in the Productivity Graph, the sorption pump consisted of 10 adsorbent mesochannels interspersed with 11 heat exchange channels such that each adsorbent channel was contacted by two heat exchange surfaces. The height of the heat exchange channels, the outer wall thickness, the header and footer channel cross section, and the width of the adsorbent channels (5 cm) were fixed, while the channel lengths and adsorbent mesochannel height (thickness) were varied. The Productivity Graph shows calculated results for 1-, 3-, and 5-cm long channels. At any given channel length, the expected maximum productivity increases as the adsorbent mesochannel thickness (height) increases, because the fraction of the device structure occupied by sorbent increases accordingly. In the limit of infinite adsorbent channel height, the sorption pump structure volume is dominated by adsorbent, and an asymptotic limit on productivity is reached. In practice, however, the adsorbent channel thickness must be limited to affect rapid heat transfer and rapid cycling for increased production rates (see Examples 1 and 2). The Productivity Graph also shows that at a given adsorbent mesochannel thickness, the productivity increases with increasing channel length. Again, this is due to the increase in the fraction of structure volume occupied by sorbent with increasing length. In practice, channel length may be limited because of pressure drop considerations.

Under the benchmark test conditions specified above, it can be seen that various configurations of our invention will meet or exceed a productivity of 0.015-g CO₂ per mL-sorption pump structure volume.

Table 1 summarizes estimates of CO₂ productivity that we calculated for sorption compressors described in Karperos, "Operating Characteristics of a Hydrogen Sorption Refrigerator - Part I. Experimental Design and Results," Proceedings of the Fourth
International Cryogenic Conference, Easton, Maryland (1986). The calculations are predicated on the assumptions of sorbent type, adsorption and desorption temperature and pressure operating limits, and desorption cycle time used to determine productivity for the current invention and as described in conjunction with the Productivity Graph.

For the estimates of the devices in Karperos, however, the operation was assumed 100% efficient, thereby resulting in an estimate of maximum potential productivity. Karperos describes the use of a 20% density copper foam within the sorbent channel to promote heat transfer; in the calculations made here, it was assumed that 20% of the sorbent channel was occupied by the foam, effectively decreasing the sorbent volume within the compressor.

**Table 1.** Basis of Productivity Calculations for Sorption Compressor Described in Karperos, "Operating Characteristics Of A Hydrogen Sorption Refrigerator," Proceedings of the Fourth Int'l Cryogenic Conference (1986)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Device 1, Fig 4 Left (as est. from text, Sec 3 and drawing Fig 4)</th>
<th>Device 1, Fig 4 Right (as est. from text, Sec 3 and drawing Fig 4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compressor Radius (cm)</td>
<td>2.822</td>
<td>2.782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressor Height (cm)</td>
<td>51.1</td>
<td>26.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressor Volume (mL)</td>
<td>1278.5</td>
<td>647.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorbent Annulus, Rout (cm)</td>
<td>2.382</td>
<td>2.382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorbent Annulus, Rin (cm)</td>
<td>2.064</td>
<td>2.064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorbent Annulus Ht (cm)</td>
<td>50.8</td>
<td>25.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorbent Volume in Annulus (mL)</td>
<td>180.5</td>
<td>90.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorbent Upper Disk Thickness (cm)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorbent Volume in Upper Disk (mL)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorbent Volumc Total (mL)</td>
<td>180.5</td>
<td>94.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeolite 13x Mass (g)</td>
<td>120.9</td>
<td>63.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Mass CO₂ desorbed per cycle (g)</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>6.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Productivity (g CO₂/mL compressor)</td>
<td>0.00905</td>
<td>0.00932</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Example 6 – Heat Transfer Power Density

The productivity of a mesochannel sorption pump is in part dependent upon the heat transfer power density that can be obtained in the thermal interaction between adsorbent channels and heat exchange channels. A calculation was performed to estimate the heat transfer power density required for a collection of mesochannel sorption pump cells, for the thermochemical compression of CO₂ from 760 mm Hg to a higher pressures, ranging from 0.5 bar to 10 bar. As previously described, the heat transfer power density is the rate at which heat is added to or removed from an adsorption cell, in units of watts per cubic centimeter. For the calculation, a “flow-by” design was assumed, incorporating adsorbent mesochannels containing 13X zeolite with height, width and length, respectively, of 750 μm, 1 cm, and 5 cm, and microchannel heat exchangers with height, width and length, respectively, of 250 μm, 1 cm, and 5 cm. A stainless steel structure was assumed, as was the recuperative heat transfer cycle of Swyulka, where thermal energy from cells that are cooling are transferred to cells that are heating. The “delta T” (which represents the difference in temperature between the temperature of desorption and the temperature of adsorption) of each cycle was varied, with individual calculations assuming a delta T of 100 °C or 200 °C. Two and four minute cycles were also assumed for this set of bounding calculations.

The calculations considered the full heating and cooling requirements for each cell, including consideration of the thermal mass of the units plus the heats of adsorption and desorption. In general, the heat transfer power densities that were calculated from this exercise ranged from 1.10 watts per cubic centimeter to 5.99 watts per cubic centimeter, with the highest heat transfer power densities corresponding to the shortest cycle periods, and greatests delta T’s per cycle.

The heat transfer power densities that were calculated in this exercise are of magnitudes that can be obtained in systems that incorporate mesochannel heat exchangers; indeed, it is not difficult to obtain heat transfer power densities that are approximately one order of magnitude higher, yet with low pressure drops for the heat transfer fluids, suggesting that shorter cycle times would also be achievable for mesochannel sorption pumps.

It is also clear from this calculation that, if longer cycle times had been assumed, for example, at about 10 minutes per cycle, the heat transfer power densities would be somewhat less. Mesochannel sorption pumps therefore are estimated to be able to obtain
specific productivities (output per unit hardware volume) that require heat transfer power
densities exceeding 1 watt per cubic centimeter, and perhaps exceeding tens of watts per
cubic centimeter.

Although the devices described in the Examples section were all single channel
devices; the designs are suitable for multichannel units having at least comparable
working capacity performance on a per hardware volume basis.

CLOSURE

While preferred embodiments of the present invention have been shown and
described, it will be apparent to those skilled in the art that many changes and
modifications may be made without departing from the invention in its broader aspects.
The appended claims are therefore intended to include all such changes and
modifications as fall within the true spirit and scope of the invention.
CLAIMS

We claim:

1. A sorption pump comprising:
   an adsorption layer comprising an adsorption mesochannel containing adsorption media; and
   a heat exchanger in thermal contact with the adsorption layer;
   wherein the heat exchanger comprises at least one microchannel; and
   wherein the adsorption layer has a gas inlet such that gas directly contacts the adsorption media without first passing through a contactor.

2. The sorption pump of claim 1 comprising:
   at least 2 adsorption mesochannels, each containing adsorption media, interleaved with at least 3 heat exchanger layers, each heat exchanger layer comprising at least one microchannel.

3. The sorption pump of claim 1 wherein the adsorption layer comprises a plastic and wherein the heat exchanger layer comprises a metal.

4. The sorption pump of claim 1 further comprising a gas outlet separate from the inlet;
   wherein the outlet is disposed such that a gas stream can flow through the inlet, through the adsorption media and out the outlet.

5. The sorption pump of claim 4 wherein the pump possesses capability such that, if the adsorption media is replaced with an equal volume of 13x zeolite, with a bulk density of 0.67 grams per cubic centimeter, and then saturated with carbon dioxide at 760 mm Hg and 5 °C and then heated to no more than 90 °C at 760 mm Hg, then at least 0.015 g CO₂ per mL of apparatus is desorbed within 1 minute of the onset of heating.

6. Gas adsorption and desorption apparatus comprising:
   at least one adsorption layer comprising an adsorption mesochannel containing adsorption media; and
at least one heat exchanger in thermal contact with the adsorption layer;
wherein the adsorption mesochannel has dimensions of length, width and height;
wherein the height is at least 1.2 mm; and
wherein the apparatus possesses capability such that, if the adsorption media is
replaced with an equal volume of 13x zeolite, with a bulk density of 0.67 grams per cubic centimeter, and then saturated with carbon dioxide at 760 mm Hg and 5 °C and then heated to no more than 90 °C, at 760 mm Hg, then at least 0.015 g CO₂ per mL of apparatus is desorbed within 1 minute of the onset of heating.

7. The apparatus of claim 6 comprising:
   at least 2 adsorption mesochannels, each containing adsorption media, interleaved with at least 3 heat exchanger layers, each heat exchanger layer comprising at least one microchannel.

8. A method of gas adsorption and desorption, comprising:
   passing a gas into an adsorption layer where at least a portion of the gas is adsorbed onto adsorption media to form an adsorbed gas and removing heat from the adsorption layer through a distance of 2 mm or less into a heat exchanger layer;
   wherein the gas directly contacts the adsorption media without first passing through a contactor material;
   wherein said distance is measured from the center line of the adsorption layer to the center line of the heat exchanger layer;
   subsequently, heating the adsorption media through a distance of 2 mm or less from a heat exchanger, and desorbing gas;
   wherein said distance is measured from the center line of the adsorption layer to the center line of the heat exchanger layer.

9. The method of claim 8 wherein heat is exchanged between adsorbent channels and heat exchange channels, within an adsorption cell, at a heat transfer power density that is at least 0.5 watts per cubic centimeter.

10. The method of claim 8 comprising selectively heating and selectively cooling the adsorption layer.
11. A method of gas adsorption and desorption, comprising:
   a first step of passing a gas into an adsorption layer containing a first
   adsorption media where at least a portion of the gas is adsorbed onto the adsorption
   media and exchanging heat with the adsorption layer through a distance of 1 cm or less
   into a first heat exchanger;
   wherein said distance is measured from the center line of the adsorption layer to
   the center line of the heat exchanger;
   subsequently, in a second step, the adsorption media exchanges heat through a
distance of 1 cm or less from the first heat exchanger, and gas is desorbed;
   wherein said distance is measured from the center line of the adsorption layer to
   the center line of the heat exchanger;
   simultaneous with the first step, a heat exchange fluid flows through the heat
   exchanger and exchanges heat with the adsorption layer, and the heat exchange fluid then
   flows into a second heat exchanger which exchanges heat with a second adsorption layer
   and cools a second adsorption layer containing a second adsorption media.

12. A method of gas adsorption and desorption, comprising:
   passing a gas into an adsorption layer where at least a portion of the gas is
   adsorbed onto adsorption media to form an adsorbed gas and selectively removing heat
   from the adsorption layer through a distance of 1 cm or less into a heat exchanger;
   subsequently, selectively heating the adsorption media through a distance of 1 cm
   or less from a heat exchanger, and desorbing gas.

13. The method of claim 12 wherein the adsorption layer has a serpentine
   configuration.

14. The method of claim 12 wherein the structural material of the adsorption layer is
   composed of plastic.

15. The method of claim 12 wherein the gas directly contacts the adsorption media
   without passing through a contactor material.
16. The method of claim 15 wherein the adsorption media occupies at least 80% of the cross-section of the adsorption channel such that essentially all of the gas passing into the adsorption channel contacts the adsorption media.

17. The method of claim 15 wherein fluid-containing channels of the heat exchanger overlap at least 90% of the adsorption channel.

18. Gas adsorption and desorption apparatus comprising:
   at least 4 adsorption/desorption cells
   each cell comprising at least one adsorption mesochannel in thermal contact with
   at least one heat exchanger;
   wherein the adsorption channel contains adsorption media;
   the apparatus connected to a heat source and a heat sink; and
   conduits between each heat exchanger and the heat source and the heat sink and
   also conduits between at least one heat exchanger in each cell and at least one
   heat exchanger in another cell.

19. The apparatus of claim 18 wherein the at least one heat exchanger comprises a microchannel heat exchanger.

20. A sorption pump, comprising:
   an adsorption layer comprising an adsorption channel containing adsorption
   media; and
   a mesochannel heat exchanger in thermal contact with the adsorption layer;
   wherein the mesochannel heat exchanger has a fluid flowing therethrough that
   has a high thermal diffusivity, such that the characteristic heat transport time of the fluid
   in combination with the mesochannel heat exchanger is a value no greater than 10
   seconds.

21. The sorption pump of claim 20 wherein said fluid is a liquid metal or a silicone-based fluid.

22. A multi-cell sorption pump, comprising:
at least six sorption cells; wherein each sorption cell comprises at least one adsorption layer, and at least one heat exchanger layer;
thermal connections connecting each sorption cell to at least two other sorption cells and to a heat source and to a heat sink, such that each sorption cell can cycle thermally from adsorption to desorption and back to adsorption by sequentially receiving heat from said at least two other sorption cells prior to receiving heat from the heat source, and then sequentially giving up heat to at least two other sorption cells prior to giving up heat to the heat sink, such that thermal recuperation is provided.

23. The method of claim 11 wherein thermal swing adsorption is attained.

24. The multi-cell sorption pump of claim 22, wherein the heat source is selected from the group consisting of an electrical resistor, a process technology, solar power, nuclear power.

25. The multi-cell sorption pump of claim 22, where the thermal connections are heat switches.

26. The multi-cell sorption pump of claim 22, wherein the thermal connections comprise fluid loops.

27. The multi-cell sorption pump of claim 22, wherein the sorption pump incorporates mesochannel sorption channels, and wherein the sorption pump incorporates mesochannel heat exchange channels.

28. A method of adsorbing and desorbing a gas, comprising:
a first step of transferring heat from a heat source into at least two first cells; and desorbing gas from each of said two first cells;
transferring heat from at least two second cells to at least two third cells;
a second step of transferring heat from said at least two second cells to a heat sink; and adsorbing gas into said at least two second cells;
transferring heat from said at least two first cells to said at least two third cells; a third step of transferring heat from a heat source into the said at least two third cells; and desorbing gas from each of said at least two third cells; transferring heat from said at least two first cells to said at least two second cells; a fourth step of transferring heat from said at least two first cells to a heat sink; and adsorbing gas into said at least two first cells; transferring heat from said at least two third cells to said at least two second cells; wherein each cell comprises at least one sorbent, and at least one heat exchanger.

29. The method of claim 28 wherein thermochemical compression is attained.

30. The method of claim 28 wherein each cell comprises at least one microchannel heat exchanger.

31. The sorption pump of claim 5 where the adsorption media is heated to 90°C by flowing warm water at 90°C through the heat exchange channels.

32. The method of claim 8 wherein heat is exchanged between adsorbent channels and heat exchange channels, within an adsorption cell, at a heat transfer power density that is at least 1.0 watts per cubic centimeter.

33. The method of claim 11 wherein thermally-enhanced pressure swing adsorption is attained.

34. The method of claim 11 wherein thermochemical compression is attained.

35. The method of claim 28 further comprising: a fifth step comprising transferring heat from a heat source into the said at least two second cells; and desorbing gas from each of said at least two second cells, and transferring heat from said at least two third cells to said at least two first cells; and
a sixth step comprising transferring heat from said at least two third cells to a heat
sink; and adsorbing gas into said at least two third cells; and
transferring heat from said at least two second cells to said at least two first cells;
thereby attaining thermal recuperation.

36. An air treatment system comprising the sorption pump of claim 1, comprising:
an oxygen source;
a first sorption cell comprising the sorption pump of claim 1 wherein the
adsorption media comprises a water adsorbent;
a second sorption cell comprising the sorption cell of claim 1 wherein the
adsorption media comprises a water adsorbent;
a third sorption cell comprising the sorption cell of claim 1 wherein the
adsorption media comprises a CO₂ adsorbent; and
a fourth sorption cell comprising the sorption cell of claim 1 wherein the
adsorption media comprises a CO₂ adsorbent.

37. The method of claim 12 wherein the gas comprises air respired from a person that
comprises water and carbon dioxide;
wherein at least a portion of the gas passes into a first sorption cell, where a
portion of the water is adsorbed onto a first adsorbent while heat is selectively removed
through a distance of 1 cm or less into a heat exchanger, while, simultaneously, in a
second sorption cell, heat is added to a second adsorbent and water is desorbed from the
second adsorbent; and
wherein at least a portion of the gas passes into a third sorption cell, where a
portion of the carbon dioxide is adsorbed onto a third adsorbent while heat is selectively
removed through a distance of 1 cm or less into a heat exchanger, while, simultaneously,
in a fourth sorption cell, heat is added to a fourth adsorbent and carbon dioxide is desorbed
from the second adsorbent.

38. The apparatus of claim 6 wherein the apparatus possesses capability such that, if
the adsorption media is replaced with an equal volume of 13x zeolite, having a bulk
density of about 0.67 grams per cubic centimeter, and then exposed to carbon dioxide at
760 mm Hg and 5 °C for 1 minute and then heated to no more than 90 °C, at 760 mm Hg,
then at least 0.015 g CO₂ per mL of apparatus is desorbed within 1 minute of the onset of heating.

39. A sorption pump comprising:
an adsorption layer comprising an adsorption mesochannel containing adsorption media; and
a heat exchanger layer adjacent the adsorption layer, the heat exchanger layer
comprising a first region comprising a first heat exchange fluid pathway and a second
region comprising a second heat exchange fluid pathway;
wherein the first fluid pathway has mutually perpendicular dimensions of length,
width and height, and wherein the first fluid pathway connects a header and a footer;
wherein the second fluid pathway has mutually perpendicular dimensions of
length, width and height, and wherein the second fluid pathway connects a header and a
footer;
wherein length is measured in the direction of net fluid flow through the heat
exchanger layer;
wherein the first fluid pathway has a shorter average length than the second fluid
pathway; and
wherein the product of the average width and average height (width x height) of
the second fluid pathway is larger than the product of the average width and average
height (width x height) of the first fluid pathway.

40. The sorption pump of claim 39 wherein first and second pathways share a
common header and a common footer.

41. The sorption pump of claim 39 further comprising fins extending the entire height
of the first and second fluid pathways.

42. The sorption pump of claim 39 wherein the first and second fluid regions each
comprise heat exchange fluid pathway microchannels.
43. The sorption pump of claim 42 wherein the adsorption layer comprises a mesochannel and the second region comprises at least two heat exchange fluid pathway microchannels.

44. The sorption pump of claim 39 comprising at least 3 cells disposed about central axis in single unit, wherein each cell comprises:
   an adsorption layer comprising an adsorption mesochannel containing adsorption media; and
   a heat exchanger layer adjacent the adsorption layer, the heat exchanger layer comprising a first region comprising a first heat exchange fluid pathway and a second region comprising a second heat exchange fluid pathway;
   wherein the first fluid pathway has mutually perpendicular dimensions of length, width and height, and wherein the first fluid pathway connects a header and a footer;
   wherein the second fluid pathway has mutually perpendicular dimensions of length, width and height, and wherein the second fluid pathway connects a header and a footer;
   wherein length is measured in the direction of net fluid flow through the heat exchanger layer;
   wherein the first fluid pathway has a shorter average length than the second fluid pathway; and
   wherein the product of the average width and average height (width x height) of the second fluid pathway is larger than the product of the average width and average height (width x height) of the first fluid pathway.

45. The sorption pump of claim 39 wherein the pump is a laminated apparatus.

46. The sorption pump of claim 40 wherein the first and second fluid pathways each have a volume and wherein volume of second fluid pathway is equal to or larger than volume of first fluid pathway.

47. The sorption pump of claim 41 comprising at least 4 fins, wherein none of said at least 4 fins have the same width.
48. A method of adsorbing and desorbing a gas in the sorption pump of claim 39, comprising:
   adsorbing a gas onto an adsorbent in the adsorbent mesochannel to form an adsorbed gas at a first temperature;
   passing a heat exchange fluid into the first and the second fluid pathways, wherein the heat exchange fluid is at a temperature that is higher than the first temperature; and
   desorbing at least a portion of the adsorbed gas.

49. The method of claim 48 wherein the desorbing step is conducted simultaneously with a step of reducing the partial pressure of a gas species that is adsorbed in the adsorbent.

50. An integrated, multicell sorption pump, comprising:
   at least 3 cells disposed around a central axis, each cell comprising at least one unit, where each unit comprises a heat exchange layer and an adsorbent layer that is adjacent to the heat exchange layer;
   wherein the layers are substantially planar with mutually perpendicular dimensions of width, height and length, wherein length is measured in the direction of net fluid flow through each layer and wherein the height of each layer is smaller than its width and smaller than its length and wherein height is substantially parallel to the central axis.

51. The integrated, multicell sorption pump of claim 50, comprising at least 2 units that are stacked within each cell.

52. The integrated, multicell sorption pump of claim 50, wherein all points within the adsorbent layer are within 1 cm of a heat exchange layer.

53. The integrated, multicell sorption pump of claim 50, wherein each cell comprises:
   an adsorption layer comprising an adsorption mesochannel containing adsorption media; and
a heat exchanger layer adjacent the adsorption layer, the heat exchanger layer comprising a first region comprising a first heat exchange fluid pathway and a second region comprising a second heat exchange fluid pathway; wherein the first fluid pathway has mutually perpendicular dimensions of length, width and height, and wherein the first fluid pathway connects a header and a footer; wherein the second fluid pathway has mutually perpendicular dimensions of length, width and height, and wherein the second fluid pathway connects a header and a footer; wherein length is measured in the direction of net fluid flow through the heat exchanger layer; wherein the first fluid pathway has a shorter average length than the second fluid pathway; and wherein the product of the average width and average height (width x height) of the second fluid pathway is larger than the product of the average width and average height (width x height) of the first fluid pathway.

54. A method of starting a fuel cell, comprising:
   (a) producing hydrogen from a reformer and adsorbing a portion of the hydrogen produced by the reformer to a hydrogen sorbent that is disposed in a mesochannel within a sorption pump;
   (b) in the sorption pump, heating the hydrogen sorbent that is disposed in a mesochannel, causing hydrogen to be desorbed; and passing at least a portion of the desorbed hydrogen into a non-operating fuel cell; and
   (c) using the desorbed hydrogen to start the fuel cell.

55. The method of claim 54 comprising repeating steps (a) - (c) at least 10 times.

56. The method of claim 54 wherein the hydrogen sorbent comprises a metal hydride.

57. The method of claim 54 wherein heat is supplied to the mesochannel from an adjacent heat exchange channel.
58. The method of claim 57 wherein the fuel cell is in an automobile.

59. The method of claim 57 wherein the sorption pump comprises the pump of claim 1.

60. The method of claim 57 wherein heating is supplied by a compact combustor.

61. The method of claim 57 wherein the sorption pump is housed in a separate unit from the fuel cell.

62. The method of claim 57 wherein less than 10% of the hydrogen produced by the reformer is adsorbed by the sorption pump.

63. The method of claim 57 further comprising a sorption pump that purifies reformer output.

64. A method of gas adsorption and desorption, comprising:
   in a gas adsorption and desorption apparatus comprising at least one adsorption mesochannel and at least one heat exchanger;
   adsorbing gas into adsorption media in at least one adsorption mesochannel and, simultaneously, removing heat from the adsorption media into a heat-absorbing heat exchanger;
   subsequently, adding heat from a heat-supplying heat exchanger to the adsorption media in the at least one adsorption mesochannel and desorbing gas from the adsorption media;
   wherein the combined steps of adsorbing a gas and desorbing a gas form a complete cycle; and
   wherein, in a complete cycle, at least 0.1 mol of gas per minute per liter of apparatus is adsorbed and desorbed.

65. The method of claim 64 wherein a single heat exchanger performs the functions of both absorbing and supplying heat.
66. The method of claim 65 wherein the gas comprises CO₂.

67. The method of claim 64 wherein the sorption pump is a thermochemical compressor.

68. The method of claim 54 wherein step (b) is conducted simultaneously with a step of reducing the partial pressure of a gas species that is adsorbed in the adsorbent.
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